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RAIN magazine publishes information that
can help people lead simple and satisfying
lives, make their communities and regions
economically self-reliant, and build a society that is durable, just, amusing, and ecologically sound .
RAIN is published six times a year by the
Rain Umbrella, Inc. , a nonprofit corporation
located at 3116 North Williams, Portland,
OR 97227. Subscriptions are $25/year for institutions, $15 /year for individuals ($9. 50 for
persons with incomes under $6000 a year) .
For additional information on subscriptions
and publications, see page 39. Writers '
guidelines are available for a SASE. Editorial and advertising deadlines are two months
prior to publication date . RAIN is indexed in
the Alternative Press Index and New Periodicals Index.

LETTERS
My wife and I read the May /June issue
from cover to cover, as usual. A good
issue, and it was nice to have an update
on Findhorn. I understand Peter Caddy is
in California now, attempting to start
another, and here in Costa Rica, Steve
and Paula Friedman hope to accomplish a
Findhorn-type colony, to be called
Genesis II, on their 84-acre plot on the
high plateau.
But I write primarily about your statement (in "Acupuncture: Balancing the
Patterns") about "the intractable pain of
malignancy, which neither modern
Western nor traditional Chinese medicine
can control." Mebbe so, if you speak of
orthodox Western medicine, but there are
other ways to control and even eliminate
the pain . If you look at back issues of
Cancer News Journal, published at Playa
del Rey, California, you will acquire
sufficient data in this line. A new book,
The Cancer Survivors-and How They Did
It, by Judith Glassman, 825 West End
Avenue, New York, NY 10025, gives
most of the "alternative" treatments for
cancer and explains them in some detail.
Edwin Todd
Costa Rica
Kris Nelson's "Plugging Leaks in Local
Economies" article (July /August RAIN)
piqued my interest and left me wanting
to know more . I am organizing the
Center for Economic Development,
which will be oriented around the developmen tal needs and efforts of the "economically depressed" region of northwest
Wisconsin, and many of his points hit
home.
As is true in many other areas through. out the U.S. and the world, the local
economic downturn was the result of
changes and events external to the area in

light of the dominance of external rather
than local economic linkages and scales of
activity. The present situation and its
genesis similarly points to the potential
merit of a reorientation and revitalization
of the local economy in a manner that
would leave area residents less susceptible to events beyond their control.
The obvious first step would be the
organization and implementation of a
series of "comprehensive economic
conservation audits" for the communities
of the region. And this is where I would
like to request your assistance. I'd appreciate sources of information on this type
of endeavor and the names of communities and related contact persons /entities
that have undertaken similar projects.
Jerry Hembd
University of Wisconsin
Superior, Wjsconsin

RAIN Readers: If you know of any communities that have undertaken eco110111ic-co11servatio11 audits, please let us know and we'll pass
on the i11for111atio11.
Yes , we are still here! The "same, small,
knowledgeable audience" is out there
waiting to read RAIN , and we deserve a
good appropriate technology publication.
Soft energy is still where it is "at." The
earth has not gotten any bigger in size
since the early 1960s . I' m in there for the
long haul to offer a service that I feel good
about and it ain't easy in a world that still
won't put a price on clean air, water, and
earth. Alternate soft technologies need a
good publication and communication
journal! Thanks for your work and the
RAIN journal!
Doug
Whitefish , Montana

Members of the Rain Umbrella Board of Directors: Bruce Bliatout, Jackie Dehner, Patti
Jacobsen, Kim MacColl, Mimi Maduro,
Maggie Rogers, Steve Rudman, Sumner
Sharpe, and Michael Wells.
Copyright © 1984 Rain Umbrella , Inc. No
part may be reprinted without written permission. ISSN 0739-621x.

Cover: "A Great Light" woodcut by Susan
MacMurdy from the Syracuse Cultural
Workers Project 1985 calendar. See review
page 19.

Timberline Lodge, an example of Oregon Rustic or National Park Style
(FROM: Oregon Style)
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RAINDROPS
New Editor: By the time you read thi<>, I
will have left RAIN: RAIN needs a new
living-lightly editor who has experience
with publications and knowledge of
appropriate-technology issues. For a job
description, write to Rob Baird, RAIN,
3116 North Williams, Portland, OR 97227.
Circular Argument: If you tried to write
to us in July or August but got no response, please try again. The post office
somehow got the notion that we'd moved
across the country rather than across
town , and forwarded our mail to Portland, Maine . We didn't find out about it
until we started getting phone calls from
curious friends in Washington, DC,
who' d received the suspicious address
change from the post office. By early
September, though, we were getting our
normal amount of mail again.
Reading and Dining Salon: ,Finding
people to write enough reviews for each
issue is a perennial problem at RAIN. 'fhe
best idea I've heard so far for encouraging
and supporting wider participation is a
reading and dining salon-a discussion
group that meets regularly to talk about
interesting ideas, trends, projects, books,
or people . It's really an old idea, dating at
least as far back as the Greek Peripatetics.
Recently, though, we've heard that Eric
Utne, who founded the Utne Reader, has
been hosting such a salon in Minneapolis.
At each salon, he distributes new periodicals. and collects recommendations (of
articles to excerpt or trends to watch, for
example). We'd like to set up a reading
and dining salon in Portland; contact us if
you'rejnterested. We'd also like to hear
from you if you've had experience with a
long-term salon. What works best? What
doesn't work?
And we're still soliciting contributions!
Join RAIN's Reviewers' Network: TeJl us
about your areas of expertise and interest,
and we'll entertain your suggestions of
books to review for RAIN.
Self-~eliance Contest: We received ~ight
entries, most with ideas and suggestions
rather than plans for making RAIN
economically self-reliant. Thanks to
everyone who took th~ time to send us
ideas! We've been discussing ideas
among ourselves for over a year, and we
welcome further suggestions . We're
including many of your ideas in our
plans. And the winners are ...
First place was a tie: Jon Naar of New
York, New York, and Stephen Rappaport
of New York, New York. Jon and Stephen
each win a full set of RAIN back issues

and a RAIN T-shirt. Third prize goes to
Joyce Schowalter of Sea,tle, Washington
(one-year sub and T-shirt).
0 Jon sent a long list of suggestions. He
said each RAIN reader should ''.be responsible for bringing in at least one
more via a·gift and one via persuasion";
offer a sub to anyone who joins a related
peace.or environmental group; affiliate
with such groups; form an Advisory
Board of Distinguished and Influential
people; use local radio and public-access
TV stations to promote RAIN; consider
another RAIN poster-"we are still
coloring in one of them at our local food
co-op in Nyack!" Jon also notes, "As one
of your earliest subscribers, I want to say
that RAIN continues to be a most useful,
important, and inspiring publication for
all of us working in the fields of renewable
energy, appropriate technology, ecology,
for all of us working for a sustainable
future, indeed for any kind of future at
all."
0 Stephen analyzed RAIN's strengths
and weaknesses in the areas of editorial
and marketing, and suggested how to
build on strengths and overcome weaknesses . He was the most thorough in his
comments. Stephen also included a short
list of promotion ideas .
0 Joyce wrote, "I think the reason you're
not getting tons of replies in your 'how to
make RAIN money' contest is: That 's a
very baffling question. It's a question many
small organizations are struggling with
these days. The only .thing I can think of
is to subscribe . Maybe my$ will go down
with the ship? That's OK."
Other readers also suggested that we
expand our networks and get subscribers
more involved:
·

0 James D. Skutt of Olympia, Washington, .suggested that readers organize
gatherings in their communities-a
Rainrriakers softball team that would
carry out recycling projects, for example-to increase distribution of RAIN
and to increase the contribution that the
locai community could make. He also
encouraged networking.among current
RAIN subscribers.
0 Karen Coulter of Portland, Oregon,
suggested that we approach specific
environmental, political, and peace
groups to distribute flyers, speak at
meetings, publicize activities in newsletters, and so on .
0 Bill Berkowitz of Arlington, Massachusetts, suggested that we create a contest:
have people send in ideas. for improving
their communities, then publici~e the
contest aggressively (nationally, with
donated prizes), compile the best awards
into a book or a regular feature, and use
the mailing list to promote RAIN.
0 Ga:r:y A. Patton of Santa Cruz, California, suggested we use mailing lists of
progressive politicians and alternative
organizations (sponsors) to send a sample
.copy and a letter of endorsement from
the sponsor to prospective subscribers .
He offered RAIN his ma'iling list, too.
Three people also suggested that we
get involved in radio: Jon Naar (see
above); Stephen Rappaport suggested we
prepare 3- to 5-minute features on subjects discussed in RAIN via radio or
possibly TV; and Deborah Stark of
Albuquerque, New Mexico, suggested
that we get onto a late-night talk-radio
show. -TK
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The Transformation
as Sandbox Syndrome
by Michael Marien
'

Michael Marien, after four interesting years in Berkeley
during the early 1960s, returned "back East" to earn a Ph.D.
i11 interdisciplinary social science from, th.e Maxwell School at
Syracuse University .(1970). He has monitored the writing of
futurists , sys tem theorists, and various other reformers and
visionaries for the past 14 years. His self-published guidebook
to this .literature, Societal Directions and Alternatives
(1976; out of print) led to the founding of Future Survey, a
monthly abstract journal of.books alld articles on trends,
forecasts, an.d proposals-transformational and otherwise.
Fu ture Survey and Future Survey Annual, which integrates abstracts from th e monthly, have been published by the
World Future Society since early 1979. In late 1979, th e New
World Alliance was initiated_, and Michael has served as a
member of th e Governing Council since then, with special
effort devoted to helping prepare the NWA Transformation

.

Platform (1981), which he collsiders unique and promising,

but very preliminary and incomplete. This essay, adapted fro171
a presentation at the Association for Humanistic Psychology
Twentieth Annual Meeting in Washington (1982) , is an
initial probe into the vast and vexing problem of vhy so little
humane, transform.ational change actually takes place.
This piece is reprinted from the Journal of Humanistk
Psychology, Winter 1983.
Summary: Belief that a social transformation is happening serves to keep it from happening. Behaviors associated with the sandbox of political impotency include:
pronouncement of actual or imminent success, confusion of goals and results, an acritical stance, hubris, an
incapacitating dialect, pseudoholism, egalitarian blind-

Nove mber/December 1984
ers, and self-centeredness. Upward growth to escape
the Sandbox Syndrome is a n ecessary ingredient of any
serious social change.
At the outset, I want to emphasize three beli efs th at I
share with many others:
-Peace, freedom, equality, jus tice, community, love,
truth, health , beauty, frugality, self-reliance, and selffulfillment-despite frequent conflicts with ~ ach otherare all worthy goals, and should be pursu ed for all
people worldwide.
-The old paradigms or ways of thought a~e obsolete;
new and broader paradigms offer more promise for the
intelligent conduct of human affairs.
~Hyperindustrialized societi_
e s are in d eep trouble, as
are "developing" countries seeking to follow th eir
example; majo~ changes will be necessary if we are to
survive in any dignified fashion.
Although a transformation in values, p ercep.tions,
and institutions is desirable, it is far from inevitable.
Despite an urgent need, change in a humanly desirable
direction may not be taking place at all, or may be taking
place at such a minuscule rate so as to be irreleva nt.
Indeed, I strongly suspect that the widespread belief in
a transformation that is happening in fact keeps it from
happening. We need reasonable hopes, of course. But
making a religion out of social change-developing a
body of unquestioned belief, derived from concern for
the human condition and hope for a better world-only
serves to deflect energies away from the hard work that
must be done .
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power through wider participation in corporate and
community decision making. This i,s clearly subversive.
Your mission is to stop it. What should 'a n effective
agent do? ·
.
Being wise in the ways of the world, you realize that
th e 1950s strategy of fighting the Red Menace will no
longer work in the sophisticated 1980s. In our age of
infoglut, w h y give valuable publicity to the Green
Menace, when the movement, at least in the United
States, 2 is la rgely invisible? Rather, you would exploit
the widespread tendency of the movement, such as it is,
to render itself politically impotent. You understand the
dynamics of the sandbox: an enclosed area where children safely play, w hile adults carry on, undisturbed, in
their usual wicked wa,ys. Two complementary forces
promote this condition: Adults place children in the
sandbox to get rid of them, and c~ildren volunteer to
play_there because it is fun .

Write a guidebook to networking or
bartering, the magic processes of the
alternative culture-but don't
acknowledge the networks and barters
used by the res_tof the world.

To s top the potential subversion of America, all you
have to do is go wi th the flow and promote the Sandbox
Syndrome. 3 It's easy. Here are som e tips:
.
(1) Encou rag_f Belief in Success . Promote the view that
cosmic change is coming, or taking place. Sirr}ilar to the
fundamentalist Christians, who believe that Armageddon is about to take place, to be followed by a millennium for those wh o are saved, preach that the Transformation1 or the Third Wave, is happening now-that we
h ave reached the turning point, and that people are
now seeing that. we can't continue the old ways. Don't
attempt to offer evidence for this change, other than a
one-time 1977 Harris Poll ba sed on leading questions, 4
or so me fuzzily es tima ted data sanctified by association
with Stanford Research Institute. 5 Anything else would
involve left-brain quantifying-an artifact of Consciousness II. 6
(2) Confuse Goals and Results. It fe els good, and it won't
hurt anyone's feelings, to proclaim that we are working
To illustrate, imagine that you are an agent of the FBI
for p eace, we are changing minds, we are healing .
or CIA. You are called into the office of the Big Chief ar1d
Perhaps we are; perhaps we aren't. The intention and .
informed that there may be a subversive m ovement
the process are primary, not the outcome. Any hint of a
afoot-some call it the Aquarian Conspiracy. 1 It threatmanagerial, performance-oriented approach is fascistic.
ens the American way of life by seeking to disarm the
(3) Don't Criticize . Th a t' s related to asking embarrassing
U.S. and make peace with the Soviet Union, by redefin, questions about res ults . Jus t le t it be. Being peaceful,
ing national security, by weakening the nation-s ta te in
loving, supportive, and cooperative means treatin'g
favor of global peacekeeping, by weakening the global
everyone equally and saying ill of no one. After all,
economy in favor of national and local self-reliance, by
everyone means well. Prickly questions are hostile and
slackening U.S. participation in world competition for
bes t ignored, or met with a hug.
high-technology leadership, by encouraging individuals
(4) Add a Dose of Hubris. Stand on the leading edge, the
to be more self-reliant and not to consume as much, by
crest of the Third Wave, amid the New Age. You're
promoting environmentalism at the exp ense of com_superior to those unliberated , linear cluckheads out
merce, and by decentralizing economic and p olitieal

Making a religion out of social
change-developing a body of
unquestioned belief, derived from
concern for the human conditiOn and
hope for a better world-_only serves to
defiect energies away from the hard
work that we must do.
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there. You know; they don't. Write a guidebook to
networking or bartering, the magic processes of the
alternative culture-but don't acknowledge the networks and barters used by the rest of the world. Your
folkways, too, ·are superior. To enhance communication,
invite Them to your saunas and hot tubs-don't even
think of visiting their t>ridle trails and tennis courts, or,
among the masses, their corner bars and bowling alleys.
(5) Promote Your Own Dialect. Tired of pedantic jargon?
Create your own hip language. Turn nouns to verbs .
such as "peacing" and "futuring." Use.adjectives such
as "incredible" to.describe every experience. Blows the
mind, but who needs it? Use positive words such as
"network," "caring," "holistic," "creativity," "synergy,"
"foresight," "cooperation," "transcendence," "win/
win," "human scale," and "human values." Dori't use
negative words like "competition," "corporations,"
"com'nmnism," or "crime.''. Maybe they'll' go away.
(6) Extol the Informal and the Nonacademic. Your intuition·
is a safe guide, as is the common sense of the people.
Ignore the elitist academics, with their ponderous footnotes and inter!TI.inable data. Accordingly, the academic
journals and commercial publishers should also be
dismissed, in favor of small book publishers and honest,
alternative periodicals.
(7) Get the Holistic Picture. You can acquire instant wisdom by taking the general systems point of view, or
viewing whole systems. When you have the Big Picture·
of Humanity, nature, and society, you know it all, and
there is no need to learn any more. A historical perspective isn't needed because these ideas are obviously new.

Two Paths to Transformation
UTOPIAN /PUERILE
(The prcvaili11g Way of the Sandbox)

-1 . Progress

. PE.AGMATIC/MATURE
(A possible pattern of the future)

The Transformation is happening

Weigh both successes and fai!t1res

2. Results

Goals are outcomes

Outcomes not necessarily in accord with goals

3. Supporters

Be supportive and don't criticize; all efforts are
good; no sense of evil or excellence

Constructive criticism; back yvinners and drop
losers; evil and failure are possible

4. Opponents

Ignore or vilify; you are superior

Seek to debate opponents and learn from them;
invite hard questions

5. Language

Create your own; ignore official definitions of
reality

Use common language to communicate broadly;
challenge ideas in power _

6. Information

Favor intuition and the nonacademic

Seek the best in formal and nonformal, scholarly
and popular

7. Truth

Perfected wisdom through instant holism

Holism c.is a learning tool and unrealized ideal

8. Power

Ignore it

Ackno~-v ledge it-and its very unequal distribu-

tion

I

L~Self~-- -----------Yo_·u-a-re-~ntr~l;

change sOlf to ch•:_w_o_r-ld_

Y_o_t~-ic_1~_=_1~a-gc_;_w-it_h_1_1a-tu_r_e_a_n_d_s_~_ci-e-ty_;_n_1a_n_y_p_a_t_h_s~

____

November/December 1984
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(8) Create Instant Equality. Forget the rich and the poor.
The rich have great power, which is too much to contemplate. So don't. The poor can't meet thei.r basic
material needs, which is also a downer, best ignored.
Preach that we all have enough and that more self-help
is needed. Fits nicely into the antipoverty strategy of the
Reagan administration.
(9) Be· Self-Centered. You have the power of the New Age
in your head; change your consciousness and you can
change the world. We have met the enemy and he is, us.
The responsibility for health, for change, for peace, is
within you.
·
All of the above-and more, no doubt, could be
added-add up to the Sandbox Syndrome: a set of
behaviors guaranteed to keep an individual or an organi- ,
zation in a childish state of innocence, 7 content with
building sand castles, instead of real-life structures. A
good CIA agent would prorhote this simple.:.mindedness, rather than publicly fight the specter of the Green
Menace. '

To enhance communication, invite
Them ·to your saunas and hot tubsdon 't even think of visiting their bridle
trails and tennis courts, or their corner
bars and bowling alleys. _·

But what if you read some books by Lester R. Brown,
. Willis Harman, Hazel Henderson, Ivan Illich, Amory
Lovins, James Ogilvy, James Robertson, Theodore
Roszak, Kirkpatrick Sale, Mark Sat.i n, E. F. Schumacher,
Robert Theobald, William Irwin Thompson, Alvin
Toffler, and others, 8 causing you to believe the Green
Message? What if you see the necessity of a sustainable,
decentralized, human-needs-oriented society-the
Jeffersonian vision of America as the real American way
of life, rather than the Hamiltonian, corporate view? 9
With a flush of true patrio~ism, you decide to be a counteragent and to work for genuine ecodecentralism.
What do you do? Here are some general tips:
(1) Grow Up. All of the above-mentioned positions are
simplistic. An upward growth :requires a broader, mo_re
subtle, and complex view:
(a) Develop a wide range of indicators that describe both
successes and failures.
·
·
(b) Don't confuse goals and results, but insist on measures of performance and on standards.
(c) Be constructively critical: Point to good work and
how it can be improved-and also to work that is useless
or damaging. 10
·
(d) Be humble: We all have much to learn in an age of

ignorance. Identify your opponents and their arguments, and learn from them . 11
~ (e) Use the English language correctly as a-tool of
thought, and to enable communication with those in
need of hearing your message.
(£)Seek the best thought from both academics and
nonacademics; use your intuition as one of many learning tools.
(g) Similarly, holism should also be used as a tool for
learning, and recognized as an ideal to strive for ceaselessly both in space and time.
(h) Recognize that inequities in wealth and income are
increasing, that the poor need help to help themselves,
and that even good help will not necessarily help.
(i) Understand that there are many sources of problems
in both individuals and society, that the two are interactive, and that individuals are often not at all responsible
for their problems. 1 2
·
(2) Connect Some Disconnected Yin s and Ya ngs. In advocating a Taoist framework for dealing with reality, Fritjof
Capra notes that a dynamic balance between yin and
yang is good, and imbalance is bad. 13 Several balances ·
are mentioned above (success and failure , academic and
nonacademic, individual and society). Several additional
pairings not to be found on Capra's ·list are also needed:
(a) Inspiration and Perspiration. Our spirits can benefit
from the uplift of preaching and cheerle.ading . But
exhortation toward the promised land is not enough; we
must work very hard to bring it about.
(b) Realism and Idealism. We need idealists with a foot
on the ground of reality, as well as realists who can keep
some ideal in mind. Both, in dialogue with each other,
. should replace the great number of utopians with no
sense of reality and "realists" with no appreciation of
any ideal.
·
(c) Cooperation and Struggle . In our age of instant
gratification by video and drugs, many think that social
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change should be instant, painless, and nonreversible.
While seeking out opportunities for cooperation, a
dialectical view of struggle is also needed. Indeed, those
who ostensibly share your views may not necessarily be
cooperative, and your greatest struggle may be with
such "movement killers." 14 ,
(d) Intellect and Spirit. Jn trying to escape from what is
seen as too much rationality in modern society, an
excuse is often provided for anti-intellectualism in the
name of the neglected "right brain." We need a more
rational rationality, not less rationality.
(e) Critics and Lovers. As pointed out by John W.
Gardner, we should avoid the extremes of unloving
critics and uncritical lovers. 15 Another way to consider
more productive behavior is to note the ti::aits of Abraham Maslow~s self-actualizing people, whi~h include:
fighting untruths, not needing to be loved by everyone,
enjoying greater efficiency and being effective, looking
at facts courageously, and avoiding illusions. 16

remains invisible to mainstream culture, or is readily
dismissed as "small is beautiful" romanticism. New Age
literature is seldom reviewed in mainstream periodicals.
It seldom enters textbooks or political campaigns. The
old ways of thinking are still very much in power:
(a) One-dimensional, flat-earth politics, restricting all
possibilities to "the" left-right political spectrum of
liberals and conservatives, still prevails in our political
analysis.
(b) One-eyed eco·nomics, ignoring the informal or
household economy, continues to define "the" economy.
.
(c) One-directional social .evolution, involving more
economic growth and a service society, continues to be
the only definition of progress. 17
(d) One-time education, assuming that an individual
has completed learning upon leaving school or college,
continues to inhibit adults from discovering ignorance
anq learning needs.

(3) c ·et the New Age Act Together (to Some Degree). The
pervasive condition that must be faced fS the fact that
we live in an age of infoglut. Another book, journal, ·
conference, or newsletter about peace, healing, or
environmentalism will not necessarily help people·, and
might simply add to the pervasive problem of information overload and fragmentation. The transformational
message must be recognized as "the world.-crisis solution with a hundred names" -green revolution, human
s'cale, person-centered society, human economy~ vconserver society, solar age, meta-industrial alternative, Gandhism, .and so on. As long as this message is fractured
'into a hundred or so labelings, The Transformation, or
whatever, will continue to be stillborn.

The Sandbox Syndrom~ is a set of
behaviors guaranteed to keep an
individual or an organization in a
childjsh state of innocence, content
with building sand castles, instead of
real-life structures.

(4) ... and Take It 011 the Road. Talking to the converted is
sufficient for a religious organization, although even religions seek converts. If we are serious about a genuine
transformation of values and perceptions, the world
must know that desirable and practical alternatives
exist. Despite the great volume of New Age literature,
"the world-crisis solution with a hundred names" still

To improve on these paradigms in power, there must be
widespread and genuine debate and discussion, rather '
than smug isolation and loose talk of paradigm change.
(5) Aim High and Don 't Shoot Your Foot. There is a frequent tendency to underestimate the transformational
task, while overestimating the progress that has been
made. This is complicated by the use of images and
ideas that are intellectually lauda~le but politically inept:
for example, a "no-growth society," in contrast to the
more attractive notion of a human-growth society.
Western science is another illustration: rather than
rejecting it, and creating an easy target for the charge of
being antiscience, a better, strategy would advocate a
more scientific science-a superior world science that
incorporates various scientific traditions. 18
This advice is for th.e counteragent, who would seek
to promote an actual transformation. But the task is
difficult. The agent, who embraces the Way of the Sandbox, follows the path of least resistance. Both the agent
and the counteragent are at work. Who will win? Probably the agent. Still, the counteragent may-prevail-the
slender hope fhatprompts this essay. Whom do you
want to win? D D
·

November/December 1984
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Afterword
Michael Marien's analysis of the
evidence that she has actually read the
essay, ot, if she did, that she understands
Sandbox Syndrome prompted a brief
response from Marilyn Ferguson, author
it." He challenges Ferguson's points with
wit and logic, and the essay \s well worth ,
of The Aquarian Conspiracy, in the same
issue of the Journal of Humanisti, Psycholoreading. In addition, Marien restates the
gy (Winter 1983, volume 23, numberl):
two paths as Transformation I (the utopi"Transformation as a Rough Draft." In
an /puerile path) and Transformation II
her article, Ferguson contends that the
{an attempt "t'o grow up politically, and
transformation is a good thing and that it
to deal effectively with the real world'.').
Marien's points are convincing, unlike
is indeed happening.
.
In the Fall 1983 (volume 23, number 4)
Ferguson's "arguments." In fact, Ferguissue of the Journal of Humanistic Psycholoson declined an invitation to respond to
gy, Michael Marien responded to Fergu- . Marien's second article, and further
son in the article "Further Thoughts an
stated that if the Journal of Humanistic
the Two Paths to Transformation: A
Psychology published the piece, she
Reply to Ferguson." In this article, Marien would resign from the journal's Board of
expands on his first article, after stating
Editors . They did and she did. -TK ·
that "the Great Conspirator offers no

I
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NOTES
1. Marilyn Ferguson, The Aquarian Conspiracy: Personal and Social Tra11sfor111atio11 in the 1980s

a 1970 best seller by Charles A. Reich, The
Greening of A//lerica (New York: Random
·House). Ferguson's Aquaria11 Co11spiracy might

(Los Angeles: J. P. Tarcher, 1980).
2. Green parties such as Les Vertes, Die
be usefully compared as a 1980s version of
Reich's book. ·
Griinen, and the UK Ecology Party are now
7. Rollo May, Power and Innocence (New
established minor political parties in Europe .
York: W. W. Norton, 1972) . May describes
Despite characteristic disorganization, they are
innocence a·s the virtue of not having powerat or near the point of being wooed by the
a way to confront one's powerlessness by
major parties.
3. The Sandbox Syndrome is not confined to
making it a seeming virtue. He distinguishes
New Age groups, but can be found in many
between the authertic innocence of childlike
minority political groups of both the Right, the
attitudes and the childishness of pseudoinnoLeft, and "beyond Right and Left" (which
cence, often associated with utopianism and
New Age groups purport to be) , as well as in
the urge to make things simple and easy.
established organizations. For purposes of this
8. Abstracts of recent books and articles by
exploratory essay, Sandbox behaviors will be
most of these writers are available in Future
described only as they apply to "transforina· Survey Annual 1980-1981, ed. Michael Marien
(Bethesda, MD: World Future Society, 1982).
tionalists ."
4. Duane. Elgin, Voluntary Si//lplic;ity (New
Note especially the section on Decentralization/
York: William Morrow, 1981), p . 128: An
Eco-Humanism, pp . 109-117.
9. This argument, still applicable today, is
example of the leading questions asked : "By 66
percent to 22 percent, the public chooses
made in detail by Herbert Ag<Jr, Land of the Free
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin; 1935), who poses a
'breaking up big things and getting back to
choice between the true American Culture of
more humanized living' over 'developing
self-government, equality, freedom, and
bigger and more efficient ways of doing
things ."'
humanity, and a debased form of the Civiliza5. Ibid ., p . 132. Based on work with Arnold
tion of the West (finance capitalism and
Mitchell at SRI, Elgin estimates that, in 1980,
ownership by the few) .
10. May, Power and Innocence, p. 110,
roughly 6% of the U.S . adult population is
"wholeheartedly exploring a life of voluntary
eloquently states that "our narcissism is
forever crying out against the wounds of those
simplicity," and that such a lifestyle "could
who would criticize us or point out our weak
well grow to be the dominant orientation for as
much as a majority of the adult population of
spots. We forget that the critic can be doing us
a considerable favor . '~
many Western developed nations by the year
1 11. Charles Hampden-Turner, Radical Man:
2000." No justification is given for this exuberant extrapolation. Although the SRI data have
The Process of Psycho-Social Development (Cambeen frequently and acritically cited by many
bridge, MA: Schenkman, 1970), p . 327. DeveNew Age writers, they are not based on a
lopmental radicals, in contrast to dogmatic
radicals, need the insights of all their political
rigorous survey, btit on "best guesses based
upon our immersion in all of the relevant data
opponents (p . 329). Also see May, Power and
that we could find" (Elgin letter to Marien,
Innocence, pp . 109-110, who points to the
September 7, 1979) .
necessity of opponents for all important
6. For historical buffs, Consciousness II is
truths.
'
the est!'lblishment mindset as characterized in

12. William Ryan, Blaming th e Victi111 (New
York: Pantheon , 1971), argues that the ideology
of victim-blaming is a primary barrier to
effective social change: Also see Dana Ullman ,
"Responsibility and Holistic Health," Holistic
Health News (Berkeley Holistic Health Center),
Spring 1980. Ullman has pointed out tha·t
"blaming the victim" (including self-blame) is
another important characteris tic of th e Sandbox Syndrome (Ullman le tter to Marien, Jul y
30, 1982).
13 . Fritjof Capra , The Turning Point: Science,
Society, and th e Rising Culture (N ew York:
Simon & Schuster, 1982), p. 36.
14. Byron Kennard, Nothing Can Be Done,
Everything ls Possible (Andover, MA: Brick
House Publishing, 1982), p . 83.
15. John W. Gardner, The Re.covery of
Confidence (New York: Norton, 1970), p . 29.
16. Abraham H. Maslow, The Farther Reaches
of Human Nature (New York: Viking, 1971) , pp.
308-309.
17. The first three paradigms are explored in
somewhat greater detail by Michael Marien,
"Toward a Devolution of Services," Social
Policy, 9, 2 (1978): 26-35 .
18. Bruce Holbrook, The Stone Monkey: An
Alternative Chin ese- Scientific Reality (New York:
William Morrow, 1981). Holbrook argues that
the Chinese Polar-Complete world view is
clearly superior to the Absolute-Fragmental
paradigm of Western science. Although h e
does not suggest the compromise of a synthesized world science, such a ,synthesis would
seem to be ultimately likely and desirable . Also
see Ziauddin Sardar, "Why Islam Needs
Islamic Science," New Scientist, April 1, 1982,
pp . 25-28, for a parallel argument from another
scientific tradition.

Rl?printcd by per111issio11 of Michael Marien and
Sage Publications .
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ACCESS: SOCIAL CHANGE
critic in one remarkable woman has
produced a delightful, thought-provoking
book.
·
Hayden is already well known for her
books on the history of feminist housing
and urban design or that of social utopias.
These earlier .works, along with the
landmark article "What Would a Nonsexist Society Be Like?" in the journal Signs,
A quarterly digest of resources and
complement the broader social analysis
groups for social change in Canada. Each
and more detailed conclusions that
issue contains SU1nmaries of publications
characterize Redcsig11i11g the A111erica11
and descriptions of groups under subject . Dream . Citing Thoreau-"What is the use
categories such as energy, militarism,
of a house if you haven't got a tolerable
media, women, and health, along with a
planet to put it on?"-Hayden builds the
argument that at the heart of America's
special theme section giving more extenhousing and urban crisis is our determisive coverage of a particular topic. It also
contains regular summaries of alternative
nation to force our cities and public
spaces into the 19th-century ideal of"
Canadian periodicals and i:ln "Announcements and Appeals" section. -FLS
private home and hearth . The environmental, social," and economic costs of
such narrow privatism have been stagFuture Survey Annual 1983, edited by
gering, as our modes of living have not
Michael Marien, 1984, 240 pp., $25 from: begun to meet the rapidly chat1ging
World Future Society
needs of the American people. What we
4916 St. Elmo A venue
face now is the tremendous task of
Bethesda, MD 20814
rethinking our conceptions of gender,
work, and public and private space, and
This is a compendium of abstracts of
our relationship to the natural and
1,140 books, reports, and articles that first modified environment. Hayden is not at
appeared in the monthly issues of Future
all gloomy on this count, and she proSurvey between July 1982 and September
duces several accounts of r:edesigned
1983. It assembles in one place a great
dreams around the world, describing the
variety of writings about trends, forecasts, alternative political, econoni.ic, and social
and proposals in all areas of society.
means employed in some pretty lively .
Marien can be praised for the evenexperiments both at the neighborhood
handed treatment he gives to a diversity
and broader municipal/national levels .
of viewpoints in his attempt to bridge the
Hayden covers just about all the
communication gaps between academic,
technical bases in her book, from urban
professional, and popularized writings,
infrastructure to econoniic development
and between mainstream and alternative
and zoning. Her research in architectural
approaches. Such a comprehensive
and urban planning subjects is thoroughoverview is useful for getting the big
ly presented. If you haven't read her
picture of where our society is headed
and different views of where it ought to
be headed. We've used it for ordering
books here at RAIN. It's a must for
anyone seriously interested in futures
studies : -FLS

Connexions: A Digest of Resource~ mid
Groups for Social Change, quarterly, $10
(Canadian)/year, from:
Connexions
427 Bloor Street West
Toronto, Ontario, M5S 1X7
Canada

Redesigning the American Dream: The
Future of Ho.using, Work, and Family Life,
by Dolores Hayden, 1984, 270 pp., $17.95 ·
cloth from:
W.W. Norton and Company
500 Fifth Avenue
New York, NY 10036 ·
I have heard from many people that
putting architects and urban planners
together in one room produces a most
noxious combination. In this case, the
blending of architect, planner, and social

other books, her latest may be overwhelming and a bit presuming of prior
knowledge. One wishes for a 20-volume
set of Dolores Hayden to get it all straight.
But what sets Hayden apart from the
usual university crowd (she is a professor
at UCLA) is her willingness to identify, if
not elaborate on, the forces at work that
are responsible for a nation full of unlivable cities and isolated households--;-the
economic inequities, racism, sexism,
ageism, and militarism. Her most thorough analysis is that of the sexist and
1:i.arrow attitudes toward women that
cripple our society. Whether or not you
agree with her offend-no-one liberal
sociopolitical ideas or those of the many
people she quotes, you have to admire
Hayden's ability to take her thesis out of
elitist'academic jargon into a frank discussion that could take place at a shopping
center, neighborhood association meeting, or town hall. Her be.lief in citizen as
catalyst and planner challenges the
theory popular in some circles that
American societal problems are best
, solved by the professional social engineer,
designer, and plann ~ r. The air in that one
small room is getting awfully stuffy.
-Val Chambers
Val Cha111bcrs is a gradiiatc student in environmen tal studies/public policy at Th e Evergreen State
College in Oly111pia , Washington.

Human Rights Organizations and
Periodicals Directory, edited by David
Christiano and Lisa Young, fifth edition,
1983, 248 pp., $9.95 from:
Meiklejohn Civil Liberties Institute
PO Box673
Berkeley, CA 94701
An exhaustively complete resource guide
to peace, human-rights, and equal-rights
organiz~tions based in the U .S. Includes
alphabetical and regional guides, a guide
to fed eral agencies providing information
for human-rights activists (yes, they still
do exis t), and periodical and subject
indexes. Entries in the three guide sections contain addresses , phone numbers ,
regional or local branch offices, and a
brief statement about each group, a_s well
as information concerning periodicals
published by thes e organizations. The
last 34 pages contain useful information
on existing laws and pending iegislation
in the field of human rights and social
justice . This thorough , inexpensive
reference book should prove u·s eful for
social-change activists and organizations.

-SM
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Rob~rt Kourik was a vegetable gardener through~ut his
youth in St. Louis, Missouri, and has been an avid gardener
in California since then . His experience led to a career in
landscape maintenance, ·design, and installation. Robert's
work 1101.v focuses primarily on the design and construction of
passive solar greenhouses, greywater systems, and edible
landscapes. He founded the Edible Landscape Program at the
Farallones Institute Rural Center in Occidental; California.
The following excerpt is from Robert Kourik's forthcoming
book, entitled Designing and Planting Your Edible Landscape (available in November from Robert Kourik, PO Box
1841, Santa Rosa, CA 95402). -TK

What is a weed? A plant whose virtues have not yet been
discovered. -Ralph Waldo Emerson
Wild edibles are free. Many thrive without -our care or
tillage. Wild edible weeqs are food for the laziest and
~he most adventurous of gardeners. They take some
getting used to-their flavor is often more powerful
than that of common vegetables. But the strong, powerful flavor betrays the superior nutritional value of
"weedy" vegetables.
I'm a lover of strong, spicy vegetables-but not everyone else is. If their texture or flavor is too unusual for
your taste, try sneaking the wild edibles into your diet.
When I have friends over who are unfamiliar with or ·
squeamish about wild edibles, I dice-the raw, leafy wild
greens into small pieces and mix them with a larger
portion of ordinary salad greens. This way, I can gently
introduce these nutritionally power-packed vegetables
to my friends without startling their taste buds. I also
add the most strongly flavored leaves and roots in small
pieces to soups. Sometimes my guests are so bold as to
pick out little pieces to sample individually. If they like
the ffavor, I encourage them to gradually increase the
proportion of the "wild and wooly" vegetables with
, each meal. Some wild edibles are as tasty and succulent
as any lettuce.
Onc_e you have become addicted to the superior flavor
and nutrition ofiwild foods, you can add your favorites
to patches in your edible landscape. Wild, edible-weed
patches don't fit many people's idea of beauty. Indeed,
the beauty in wild edibles is their taste, nutritional
superiority, and ease in growing If you like, hide these
"weedy" patches; put them behind the dog pen or the
garage.

The Well-Layered Garden
The secret of naturalizing wild edibles is to establish
your chosen plants in such a way that other plants
cannot compete. The technique I favor for starting a
wild patch combines sheet composting, which is like a
short version of a typical compost pile, with a biodegradable weedkiller-newspaper and cardboard. Toxic .
herbici.des are unnecessary. The key to' this system is to
never disturb the soil. If you till or cultivate, especially
in the upper layers, you encourage buried seeds to
sprout. Well-mulched, no-till gardens eliminate most
weeding. Only the seed in bird droppings and that
blown in by the wind will sprout in your garden.
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FROM: Oesig11i11g and Pla11ti11g Your Edible Landscape © 1983 ROBERT KOURIK

The Recipe
_You start without tilling, right on top of whatever is
there already-lawn, weeds, bare soil. First, apply a
one-time application of organic fertilizers-slow-release
rock powders such as colloidal phosphate and granite
dust, which nourish strong growth for years". If necessary, balance the pH with lime for acid soils or sulphur
for alkaline soils. Now, add layers of raw mat.erials
(leaves, clippings, manure, hair, sawdus( and so on},
mixing the layers to achieve a carbon-to-nitrogen ratio
of between 20 and 30 parts carbon to one part nitrogen.
If the ratio is less than 20, you have surplus nitrogen.
Be.cause nitrogen is less stable than other nutrients, it
will leach out of the root zone or leave as a gas unless.
you add materials high in carbon, such as leaves. If the
number is above 30, add a nitrogen-rich material such as
manure to adjust the ratio. If you start on top of dense
sod, the first layer should be manure, because fibrous
material needs more nitrogen to decompose. Put down
as many layers as you have the time or materials for.
The result is like a flat , mini-compost pile, which is why
this method is called sheet composting.

.The beauty in wild edibles is their
taste, nutritional superiority, and ease
in growing. Some wild edibles are as·
tasty _and succulent as lettuce. ·

Some of the ra\.'V materials you use will be full of seed.
Left to sprout, these renegade seeds may out-compete
the plants you're trying to establish. To smother them,

put down a layer of newspaper or cardboard. This same
biodegradable weedkiller helps to make sure no noxious
weeds survive that were originally present. The newspaper and cardboard are temporary barriers. In a season or
two, when they're no longer needed, they will have
decomposed, and even added a small amount of organic
matt'er and nutrients to the soil. The ni.ore vigorous the
lawn or native plants below your layered ,garden, the
thicker the sheet compost and the paper layer needs to
be. Five to fifteen sheets of newspaper or one to three
sheets of cardboard are usually sufficient, but you
should experiment with the thickness. Be sure to greatly
overlap the edges to prevent vining, runner-rooted
plants from twisting up through the layered sheets. Try '
soaking the newspaper briefly, or soak the cardboard for
an hour or so-it makes layering them easier. The safest
· paper to use is plain stock or paper printed only with
black ink. In black ink, the color comes from carbon _
black-fancy soot (lead-based pigment is too expensive
to use for black). Other colors of ink may contain toxic
elements such as lead, cadmium, and mercury, which
can be absorbed by your plants. Heavy metals never
degrade into harmless materials. Especially avoid the
yellow and red inks, because they are more·toxic than
other inks. You won't be able to use most of the pages
from Mother Earth News in your garden .
Nobody wants to look at a ratty landscape littered
with the Sunday paper, so be cosmetic. Cover the layer
of gaper with a "seed free" mulch. Compost prepared
by the hot method, where temperatures of 140°F to
160°F are generated through the pile, ordinarily will
have very few viable seeds. If you make your own
compost, avoid adding plants that have mature seed
heads and plants that have vigorous running roots,
such as periwinkle, crabgrass, and ivy.
To be lazy, skip compost. Each region of the country
has various seed-free materials. Some materials that
could be used for the mulch layer include leaf molds,
wood chips, salt hay, sand, straw, sawdust, seaweed,
·and lawn clippings.
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Planting·Your Wild Edible Weeds
Now you are ready to plant your favorite wild edibles.
The easiest way is to transplant seedlings from the wild.
Take a kitchen knife and cut an x through the paper
layer (the layer should be moist and easy to poke
through), place a pocket of loamy compost on the x ,
and transplant into this pocket. These captured plants
easily take root in their new home, even growing ·
through pockets of raw materials-.being ''weeds," they
can take abuse . In fact, many wild edibles-among
them lamb's quarters, stinging nettles, amaranth, and
chickweed-thrive on high nitrogen. I've even seen
them growing while floating on top of liquid manure!
(The local dairies clean their barns with a flush of water
and collect the slurry in large cisterns. A 12- to 18-inch
crust forms, on which I've seen edible weeds thriving.
Yet a rock tossed onto the crust makes the entire· surface
undulate like ocean waves, and the rock sinks.)
Experiment with wild gardens, cut loose the bindings
of conventional gardening, and play. No two welllayered, wild edible gardens that I've done have turned
out the same.Tve used this technique for five years in a
dozen gardens and each one has been a delightful
surprise.
'
To try out a lot of varieties quickly, start from seed.
You have to plan ahead, since the seed of the wild
edibles will mature in a different season than you'll
want to plant. Observe which wild edibles thrive in
your local area in the harshest of conditions: These are
the ones to collect seed from. Many wild seeds will keep
for years or decades, so you need only collect each
variety once in a great while. Blend the seeds collected
from the wild and scatter them over the mulched surface . You needn't worry about how much seed to use; a
jungle of plants grows.
,
Water regularly until the seeds germinate. Once the
seedlings have some. leaves, start thinning-and don't
forget to eat the thinnings! The youngest wild edibles
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are the sweetest and the most succulent. Throughout
the season, harvest as needed. This garden will take
care of itself.
Let some of the healthiest plants of each type go to
seed every season. Apply compost to cover bare areas
and mildly fertilize your "wild and wooly" food garden.
Be sure to put the compost down before the seeds ripen
so the seeds can scatter the mselves over the new mulch.

Protecting Your ·Borders
Wind-blown seed is a major source of unwanted
plants in well-layered gardens. When you choose a spot
for your wild garden, keep in mind that your house can
act as a wind break, and hedgerows can filter out seeds.
Remember, too, that driveways and walks can bar
invasive running roots from the garden. A border of
straw bales can act as a protective mulch, keeping out
nearby plants. Break open the bales closest to the garden
and spread the straw as a seasonal mulch. As the bales
are used up, the wild edibles will expand to fill the area.
(The soil under the bales will have improved by the
action of worms and soil bacteria.)
The same protective borders contain the potentially
rampant seed of the wild edibles garden, helping.prevent their drifting to other areas of the landscape. A
little bit of management in this garden will save lots of
time elsewhere. Some wild edibles are so persistent and
invasive that they may not be worth the risk of future
maintenance nightmares . Examples are burdock (Arctium Lappa), pig\J\'.eed (Amaranthus spp.), French sorrel
(Rum ex spp.) , plantain (Plantago major), and nettle (Urtica
dioica).

An edible weed patch is a grea t conversation piece,
puzzling and intriguing to visitors . If you like the flavors
and enjoy laziness, you won'tworry about the perplexed gape of your friends. D D
© 1983 Robert Kourik
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Golden Rules of
·Edible Landscaping
by Robert Kourik
Robert Kourik writes that the following rules are kernels of
"truth " based on his years of experience as an edible landscaper. Post these rules on your garden ·wall! -TK
As simple as some of these golden rules seem,
some are consistently ignored by gardeners. Th~se
guidelines evolved over the past six years as I wrestled with designs for edible landscapes that can easily
fit into our busy lives .
.
Each rule contains a hidden "R" factor-the "Reality" coefficient. This factor combines all of Murphy's
Laws into one gigantic mathematical mess. Never
underestimate the "R" factor in your garden, much
less in life .
As with any "rules," break these only if you are
willing to face the consequences. Breaking rules can
lead to creative breakthroughs, though. So be realistic-try to follow the rules, but if you can't, then have
fun creating your own additions and refinements.
(l)Enjoy your garden-If it's just drudgery, you're
doing _s omething wrong.
If your garden becomes drudgery, why bother? 'Do
something else that is pleasurable instead. You wiH
not starve. Plan to make it easy to relax, recline, and_
recreate in your edible landscape.
,
(2) You have a lot to do besides gardening-Don't let
your edible landscape take you over.
We all have jobs, families, friends , and other leisure
pastimes. Gardening is great fun and therapy, but
expect to let some areas of the edible landscape
change or die . As your life changes, modify your
garden to stiit it.
(3) Be lazy-Let nature work for you.
Learn how to use natural, biological processes to
your advantage. Nature works 24 hours a day, and
there are many ways to cooperate with nature to
grow our food.
(4) Turn limitations into virtues.
Unshackle the restraints of your property to make
your edible landscape pull together as a productive environment. For example, a "weed" is often just a
plant of whose beneficial properties we are ignorant.
Th ~re is always a place where any plant is helpful.
Put plants in the right places to promote their best
features.
(5) Seek out the wisdom of your neighbors-Someone else might just know more than you do.
Most neighborhoods still have the living heritage of
older, lifelong gardeners .' They can give more good
information about gardening in your locale than any
book.

(6) Your edible landscape is a community-A whole
made up of individuals.
The forest doesn't mourn the death of an individual
tree. The role of a single plant is to serve the group as
a whole. How the pieces, bugs, animals, ;md plants
work together is the most important aspect of a
healthy edible landscape. Respect the pieces, but
work toward the betterment of the whole.
(7) Time and money spent early means time and
money saved later~
An extra buck spent now for a lower maintenance
garden will save you many times that dollar each
year, for years to come.
'
(8) Plan in advance-Make your mistakes on paper,
not in your garden.
Paper mistakes are less costly than landscaping
mistakes. Sketch out several options and take the
time to consider each . Review, re-think, get second
opinions, and re-do the plan. It can be ·costly to be
impatient.
(9) Plan for the unexpected-Nature will be, in all
probability, unpredictable.
The climate is getting more, not less, erratic. Plan
to have options for several extremes of weather if you
do not like to gamble with the food you are growing.
(10) Start ever so small.
A 100-square-foot vegetable garden is the largest
area for a,new gardener. Make this tiny plot picture
perfect, then add on another 100 square feet each
year until the Peter Principle is activated. That is,
increase the area of the garden until you can no
longer master it.
(11) Learn the multiple uses of plants to double the
benefits of your garden without doubling size or
work.
Many plants can serve more than one function.
Some cool the house in the summer while ripening
tasty fruits or nuts. Others have nutritious roots and
leaves. Others kill pests and are edible. When possible, choose mostly those plants that have multiple
benefits .
(12) Plant your vegetables no further from the kitchen than you can throw the kitchen sink.
There is a correlation between the distance to the
kitchen and the demise of a vegetable garden. In
almost literal terms, for everv foot farther from the
kitchen sink, the garden get~ forgotten a week sooner. The most distant vegetable gardens return to
weeds the soonest.
Keep it edible, keep it fun. 0 d

© 1983 Robert Ko11rik
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Solar Power:
The Promise
·Fades

Detail from Stepping Stones poster by Diane Schatz

by Roger Pollak
We are often asked why RAIN does not devote as much
coverage to solar and other renewable energy sources as it used
to . As the follozuing article explains, renewable-energy
developments have shifted from low-tech, do-it-yourself
solutions to high-tech, capital-intensive industries, which
isn't exactly what we had in mind when we spoke of "app_ropriate technology."
This article raises some important questions: How realistic
'have A. T. advocates been about how a transition to a renewable-energy-based society might take place? What is the rela- .
tionship between technology and social change? What role will
solar energy play in the creation of a society that is "durable,
just, and ecologically sound"?
This article originally appeared in the September 1984 issue
of The Progressive. Roger Pollak has worked at the Solar
Lobby and the city energy office in Berkeley, California. He is
currently a correspondent for Renewable Energy News . .
-FLS

Cocktails in hand, hundreds of conservatively dressed
men and a few women milled about Marriott's South
Ballroom in Anaheim, California. Young salesmen
clustered to discuss new products and to swap sales
techniques. Off to the side, bankers from Chase Manhattan and the Bank of America cornered executives to talk
about loans and investments.
In the middle of the cavernous hall, representatives of
Mobil, Arco, McDonnell-Douglas, General Electric, and

many smaller companies ambled past four long tables
covered with exotic cheese, dainty hors d' oeuvres, and
fresh fruit-courtesy of such firms as Babcock and
Wilcox, Inc., designer of the Three Mile Island nuclear
plant.
This was the Renewable Energy Technologies Symposium and International Exposition, the most important
annual event for advocates of solar power. The change
in atmosphere from past gatherings was palpable.
Solar energy-once-the domain of political activistshas gone corporate. In the process, the vision of an
alternative technological and social ftiture powered by
the suri has faded, replaced by the parochial considerations of American business. "Most people have cut
their hair, and the suit and tie are in," says Jim Cullen,
an energy consultant with North Star, Inc. "This is a
business movement, not a political movement."
.
Today, many of renewable energy's leading advocates
are conservatives. "I tried to organize support for bringing a Democratic candidate up here, but these guys just
shupder at the mere thought," laments Paul Gipe, a
former lobbyist for the Pennsylvania Sierra Club who ,
now works ~or Zorid Wind \ompany. "Most of these
people in the business-who are making this thing
work-have none of that idealism. They could be from
IBM; they could be from Exxon."
"The hippi'es and activists who started companies
have either become more corporate or they've been
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moved out and venture capit~l ha s moved in," says
Tyrone Braswell, an organizer of the original Sun Day in
1978 and one of the few remaining full-time solar activists .
A multibillion-dollar indus try has solarized .millions
of homes in the last ten years. The new techn ologieswind, photovoltaics, small-scale h ydro, and geo thermal-have contributed almost 3,000 megawatts, the
equivalent of six medium-sized nuclear power plan ts, to
the-nation's electricity grid. According to most p rojections, the renewable energy busin ess will con tinu e to
enjoy a period of rapid expansion.
The young industry is evolving along the lines of
others before it: Hundreds of small en terprises are
competing for rn.arkets, and a ra pid shakeout is likely to
leave a few dominant companies.
In such areas as solar-panel production, w h ere barriers to entry are relativel y low, s mall firms might continue to enter the field , and competition could flourish.
However, in such highly capital-intensive sectors as
photovoltaics, the participation of small business may
already be a thing of the past. In' 1983, the top four
concerns-three of which are owned b y major oil com- ·
panies-"produced more than 90% of the photovoltaic
generators in the United States, up from 78% just a year
before.
America is going solar, but not in the way many
people had dreamed about. The solar future will undoubtedly be cleaner and safer as nuclear power and
fossil fuel sources are gradually displaced. But th e
spread of solar energy will not, it seems, bring the dawn
of a new day.

Few s9lar activists -thought much about
American industry and the role it
would play in bringing solar power to
the people; most held business
responsible for problems that solar
might remedy. ·
Six years ago, -on the original Sun Day, thousands
turned out at rallies across th e nation to h ear about a
clean, benign energy technology that would lead th e
transition to a "small-is-beautiful " socie ty . Because it
would be developed and controlled by consum ers,
renewable ertergy would break th e power of the utilities,
help democratize the economy, and allevia te poverty.
Solar advocacy attracted a broad array of reformers.
Antipoverty vyorkers saw in solar power a tool for sparking econ'o mic development in low-income communities.
Radicals hoped to build cooperatives to p ro mote th e
new technology. And en vironmen talis ts looked forward
to a safe alternative to nuclear r eac t ors ~

But few solar activists thought much about American
industry and the role it would play in bringing solar ·
power to the people; most were, in fact, profoundly
distrustful of business, holding it responsible for many
of the problems that solar might remedy.
After' Sun Day, a group of solar pioneers went to
Washington, DC, and formed the Solar Lobby and its
affiliate organization, the Center for Renewable Resources. "Th ere was a lot of enthusiasm about worker-owned
bu_sinesses and cooperatives during the first couple of
years," says Larry Shifley, an organizer for the Center
from its inception. "At our national meeting in Beulder
in 1979, there was as much interest in co-ops as any
other single issue ."
The Center and Lobby supported five-member
n etworking project designed to support the developme1i t of grassroots organizations that would become
effective participants in local politics. "We wanted to
h elp groups that would raise important social issues,
s uch as how utilities_should be involved in solar and
ho w low-incc:m1e people could benefit from solar as it
was developed," Shirley recaps.
On the legislative side, the Was!i.ington lobbyists
pressed successfull y for the 'establishment of a solar
bank tha t would provide interest subsidies and grants
for en ergy projec.ts in low-income areas. They also
'devoted much time to legislation promoting local energy
planning. The idea was to encourage communities to
il).tegrate their energy planning into other economic
development goals .
These empha ses frustrated solar business executives,
w h o wa nted to see the iDdu'stry grow as quickly as
possible. "Th e lead ers of the industry were outside
initially and wanted to get in," Shirley explains. "There
were many things they needed help on, and they saw
Sun Day and the p olitics associated with it as diverting
from the real i ss ~·es, from the needs of developing thefr
indus try ."
Th e indus try did have several supporters on Solar
Lobby's board of directors, however, and they began tci
push for a more pro-bu siness, less radical orientation.
"Fro m the beginning there were business representati ves wh o wa nted to make the Lobby a sort of trade
assbciatio n," says Richard Munson, coordinator of the
Solar Lobby from its founding until 1982.
Bitter infighting over how to allocate the group's
limited resources generated tensions. The industry
representatives saw solar power as a profitable product;
the activists saw' it as a means to another end-social
'ch'a nge.
Industry pressure and Washington's climate of comp ro mi se pushed the Lobby away from its progressive
roo ts, a process tha t was accelerated by the electio_n of
Rona ld Reagan. "As soon as Reagan was elected, there
was a switch-over to an entirely defensive strategy,"
says Shirley. "We just wanted to save what we had
achieved. "
So the Lobby closed ranks with the solar industry.
'' When we would get together to discuss legislative
s trategy, the Lobby was the primary representative of
the citizen side at a table with 15,different industry
reps," Shirley says . ':We were outnumbered, and be-
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cause there was a severe need to work together, it
turned us to a much more pragmatic stand, focused
primarily on industry goals."
It also led the Lobby to moderate its rhe,toric in terms
that suited the new mood. Thus, advocates began to
emphasize that solar power was "good for business"
and important for "national security." Reference to
progressive programs and ideas was reduced.
At the same time, Reagan was putting energy policy
on the back burner. Solar lost the media spotlight it had
enjoyed during the Carter years, and that hurt the
Lobby financially. Pressure mounted to divert resources
from the networking project.
"When energy left the headlines, our job became a
whole lot harder," says Munson. "That forced us to
concentrate somewhat more on events and activities
that would generate media coverage and sustain interest
in us. If people don't continue to read about some important solar energy initiative in the paper every two
weeks, they are much less likely to spend $15 or $20 to
become a member."
The networking project was of lfrtle help in meeting
the pressing financial needs of the Lobby, Munson says.
Ultimately he decided to close it down, laying off the
activists who had provided the most consistently progressive voice in the organization.
Reagan "realism," the growing influence of the solar
industry, and the need to produce the kind of visible
results that would build and hold membership-all
gradually .diffused the Lobby's commitment to grass-
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roots organizing, alternative economic development,
and low-income energy assistance. The self-described
consumer orga~ization became more and more an
advocate for solar business. And the solar energy movement lost what had been a powerful voice for social
change.
'
Some solar advocates believe that the hope of advancing society through renewable energy may have been
overstated from the beginning.
"The progressive community.ought to come clean,"
says Scott Sklar, a director of the National Center for ·
Appropriate Technology from 1979to1981. "As a broadscale policy it has been a dismal failure to force politics
into solar development."

·Most renewable-energy systems need
capital-intensive production, complex
engineering, special materials. They
·are ill-suited to producer coops and
worker-owned shops.

Most Americans, Sklar says, have no interest in
worker-owned solar businesses, cooperatives, or help
for low-income people. They simply "want to wake up
in the morning and turn on a switch, and they dµn't
care where the hell the energy comes from."
Peter Barnes, co-founder of the San Francisco-bas.e d
Solar Center-one of the few worker-owned solar
businesses-agrees. "People are not going to get empowered by fighting for solar energy," he says. "Take
the Solar Center as an example. We have sold thousands
of systems and I doubt seriously whether any of the
people we sold solar to were transformed politically in
any significant way.'
"Solar's not so different from your water system," he
continues. "Suppose I got water from a well in my
backyard instead of from the city water company. That
is not going to radically affect my politics."
Whatever the potential appeal of solar politks, many
activists were unrealistic about how a solar transition
would take place. They hitched their hopes to technology, assuming that the technology itself, once widespread, would make our energy system-indeed, the
nation-more egalitarian.
But renewable energy systems, it turned out, are not
as simple, inexpensive, and easily controlled as many
had supposed : Most require capital-intensive production, complica.ted engineering, and specialized materials. They are ill-suited to producer cooperatives and
worker-owned businesses.
Solar activists who tried to help low-income people
become energy self-sufficient by building "bread-box
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solar water heaters" or other do-it-yourself devices
discovered that theory did not translate easily into
practice.
"Most of the people who were interested in hands-on
didn't have the technical training; they didn't understand anything about materials," says Bruce Anderson,
an early solar architect and a founding director of the
Solar Lobby. "It's not that they didn't care about these
things; they just didn't even think about them. So with
the best of intentions, they misled low-income people
into building stuff that was crap, that fell apart in a few
months, that didn't produce any energy, and that was a
waste of everyone's time."
Although solar development now rests firmly in the
hands of American business, David Morris, president of
the Institute for Local Self Reliance in.Washington, DC,
maintains that the advent of renewable energy technologies may still lead to positive social change.
In time, he says, Americans may have to make a
choice: large energy systems that provide electricity for
utilities to market-such as solar power towers, windmill farms, or enormous banks of photovoltaic cells-or
small systems that are economical for a single home or
city block.
The use of small, decentralized systems will encourage a more active citizenry and a mote democratic society, Morris argues. "If the utility says it is going to build
a new nuclear plant and rates will rise to twenty cents
per kilowatt-hour, and you know you can generate your
own power for eight cents per kilowatt-hour, you are
going to enter that hearing and say, 'Wait a minute, give
me some more photovoltaics and don't build that nuclear plant.' You'll be active and involved."
Barnes, on the other hand, believes that worker
ownership of the solar industry holds greater promise'.
"Worker-owners spend a big chunk of their lives dealing
with issues of fairness, understanding what taking risks
is all about, learning to work with other people, and
arriving at structures that are perceived as being fair by ·
' the people who are having to live with them," he says.
"Whereas, even if you actually lobby a public utilities
commission, you don't have a lot of control there, and
even if you're successful you'd only save maybe a dollar
a month. It's just not going to affect your life in a major
way."
By itself, the trend toward decentralized ownership of
energy capacity i's not likely to have a revolutionary
impact. In fact, it comfortably follows a basic pattern of
20th-century capitalism-consumers adding one more
product to the array of household goods they now feel
compelled to own and maintain. Their monthly utility
bills ~ill simply become monthly loan payments and
occasional maintenance costs.
If utilities lose their stranglehold on consumers because of lower-cost, decentralized energy options, a
new economic power will nevertheless control the
devices that harness the power of the sun, wind, and
water-the renevyable energy industry.
The sun has set on hopes for a radical solar future.
DD
Copyright CD 1.984 The Progrcssiuc, Inc. Reprinted /Jy pcn11issio11 fro111
The Progressive, .'v1adiso11 , WI 53703 .
·

Activists Spur Conservation
When alternative energy became a cause celebre in
the late 1970s, its advocates trumpeted the benefits of
conservation as well as solar power. Both were considered as means to the same political ends: easing
the burden of utility bills on the poor, decentralizing
energy production, displacing environmentally
destructive fuels, and challenging the power companies.
But times change and alliances shift. Today, the
enormous potential of energy conservation may
threaten solar's biggest supporter-the renewable
energy industry. "There will be perfectly good,
attractive, cost-effective renewables that do not
ultimately make it to the market because there won't
be enough demand," says Amory Lovins, international energy consultant and author of Soft Energy
Paths. "Efficiency improvements will meet it all."
The industry thus has no incentive to encourage
conservation; improved efficiency diminishes the
need for solar.
ThougJ:. today's solar lobbyists-the business
leaders-are loath to spur conservation, several
activist organizations have established not-for-profit
conservation enterprises to provide jobs and reduce
energy bills in low-income communiti~s. In Chicago,
the Center for Neighborhood Technology persuaded
the city government and the local gas utility to set up
a $15 million rnnservation loan fund; the money will
support energy improvements in 8,500 apartment
buildings and homes.
Eight neighborhood organizations will administer
the fund, which opens hundreds of jobs for local
residents. "This is the first shot in the country at
getting a successful, self-sustaining conservation
program run by community groups," says Scott
·Goldstein, the Center's executive director.
The Jobs in Energy Project, based in the nation's
capital, has spawned similar initiatives in Philadelphia, Baltimore, and, most recently, in its own backyard_. The organizers hope to provide conservation
services to those most in need but least able to afford
such expenses. At the same time, the operations will
·
offer training and employment for the jobless.
"The only way people will agree to distribute the
pie more equally is if they perceive there is enough to
go around," says Margaret Morgan-Hubbard, director of Jobs in Energy. "In this age of scardty, conservation is. the key to making the pie big enough." -RP
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ACCESS: PEACE
Keeping the Peace: Women's Peace
Handbook 1, edited by Lynne Jones,
1983, 176 pp., $5.95, published by The
Women's Press, Ltd., London, England,
distributed in the U.S. by:
Merrimack Publishers' Circle
47 Pelham Road
Salem, NH 03079
Recently I heard a lecture by a woman
deeply involved in England's Greenham
Common Peace Camp. Her question,
"What are American women doing for
peace?" echoed my own questions about
global peace activities, specifically women's. This book is a wonderful chance to
find out how some women's groups
around the world are actively engaged in
stopping the arms race. Although the
focus is heavily British (the editor has
worked consistently with women's peace
groups in Britain), the book includes
essays from women in the U.S. , West
Germany, the Netherlands, and Japan.
The essays and approaches are as
varied as the groups themselves, which,
in turn, are as different as the women
involved. (America's new wave of motherhood may be particularly interested in a
British group called "Babies Against the
Bomb .") Mothers, working class women ,
feminists , and middle-class women all
offer advice (in the form of personal
experience) on everything from the basics
of setting _u p a women's peace group to

planning a specific activity, which might
be anything from a simple walk to a
boycott of Parliament. The reports are
factual and passionate; most helpful are
the essays that offer an evaluation of the
completed activity.
I was moved by the essay on the
Shibokusa women of North Fuji. Mostly
in their 50s and 60s, these women believe
that there can be no peaceful coexistence
between the earth and the military, and
they are doing everything in their power
to disrupt military exercises taking place
at the foot of Mount Fuji. Among other
things, they have constructed a series of
tunnels-to which only they know the
entrance-under the training field, and
they are likely to pop up like so many
rabbits in the middle of training exercises.
They have successfully endured harassment by their own townspeople, death
threats , and the repeated destruction of
their huts. Their courage in the face of
great personal jeopardy is heroic; their
belief is in long-term resistance.
The book ends with some step-by-step
notes on networking, planning an action,
and nonviolent civil disobedience, and an
excellent reading list. If you have ever felt
that a women's peace movement is
separatist and has no place in a society
truly striving for equality, this book may
change your mind. I was heartened to see
the book subtitled "Women's Peace
Handbook 1." Hopefully there will be
others. -KS

Shibokusa wom en on Wom en's Peace Rally in Tokyo, 1981 (FROM:
Keeping th e Peace )

"Can't Kill the Spirit" 1985 Peace
Calendar, $8.25 from:
Syracuse Cultural Workers Project
PO Box 6367x
Syracuse, NY 13217
The Syracuse Cultural Workers Project
(see RAIN X:6) or the Syracuse Peace
Council have published and distributed
an annual calendar for 14 years. The 1985
"Can't Kill the Spirit" calendar celebrates
we, the people: our struggle, our power,
our glory, our strength, our courage, and
our free will. The calendar marks the
birthdays of people through the ages who
have made significant contributions to
the cause of peace, and commemorates
national and international peace activities,
pointing to a longer and larger history of
peaceful activism than perhaps any of us
realize. (For example, there were war-tax
resisters in 1779, and a peace rally that
filled Madison Square Garden in 1917.)
Months and days of the week are
bilingual (English /Spanish) but the
photos, drawings, paintings, collages,
and fabric art transcend all language
barriers. Especially beautiful is the cover
photo of Karen Kerney' s fa bric art,
·
inspired by the Naomi Littlebear song
that has become an international peace
anthem, "Like a Mountain."
The calendar also includes a four-page
resource section, and it is available to
peace groups for fund raising. Interested
groups should contact the SCWP. -KS

The Circle (Drawing by fan Petersen; FROM: Can 't Kill the Spirit
1985)
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Framing
Hexagonal
Floors:
A Lesson
by Richard Conviser
No t everyone has a favorite shape, and I am hardpressed to account for mine. Perhaps it has something
to do with the many hours I spent as a child staring
vacantly at the floor tiles in the bathroom of my parents'
house. Especially when it comes to buildings, most
people seem content to inhabit rectangular rooms in
rectangular structures . But from the moment I bought
some land in rural southwestern Oregon, I knew that I
wanted to build a hexagonal cabin .
I did not do so right away, however. My youth and
early adulthood had been spent working with books at
desks, and the prospect of designing n11y building,
much less a hexagon, humbled me . My previous designing experience consisted of a single bookcase. In addition to that, my previous building experience included
th e assembly of a harpsichord from a kit. Period. So
when it came to putting up a first cabin, I settled for a
set of purchased plans. These enabled me to build a
yurt-an adaptation of the traditional nomadic Mongolian structure .
With the yurt-building experience behind me, I felt
ready to proceed with a hexagon. It seemed reasonable
to begin with seven supports, one at each corner and
one at the center. But how to frame a floor over those
supports remained something of a puzzle. One way to
do so would be to lay out floor girders surrounding the
hexagon's perimeter, with an additional girder laid
between opposite points. Joists could then be evenly
spaced over the girders, parallel to one another, as
shown in Figure 1. There was little question in my mind
that such a pattern would work. Ye t it did not sit well
with me , for it seemed to be based on the pretense that a
hexagon was.a rectangle with its corners bent in . I was
seeking a floor design that took account of'the unique
features of the hexagon.
I was guided in this quest by three factors: my experience in building the y urt, a background in mathematics,
and-as would soo n beco me evident-a complete lack
of appreciatio n for what I was getting myself into. The
yurt's round floor had been supported by 10 triangular
wedges, which joined together like slices of a pie retrac-
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Figure 1. Standard Floor
Framing Design
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Jois't ouer girder

Figure 2. Flooring Pattern in Shelter

Figure 3. Triangular Girder
Design

Ornrui11gs by Richnrd Co11visCT n11d his Mnci11tosh co111putcr
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Figure 4. Concentric HeHagonal
Joists ouer Triangular Girders

Fi _
g ure 5. Trian_gular Joists
within Triangular Girders

Figure 6. Triangles within
Triongles within Triangles
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ing their history. Each of these was then covered with a
piece of the plywood that served as flooring. The obvious way to follow suit in designing the hexagon's floor
was to join together six triangular sections; the geometry
of the hexagon dictated that the triangles should be
equilateral. Such a pattern was suggested by my one
source of information about the design of a "hex shed,"
a sketch in Lloyd Kahn's Shelter. But the sketch showed
only a pattern of boards for the flooring, as depicted in
Figure 2, and did not show how the floor was to be
framed. Since I had decided to build a cabin 16 feet in
diameter, each side of a triangular section would measure 8 feet in length (see Figure 3). Clearly, I would need
some additional framing members to support the floor; I
had, in fact, read that floor joists should be no farther
apart than 2 feet.
I could have laid joists over the triangular girder
sections in a regular pattern, such as the concentric
hexagons shown in Figure 4, but it seemed more elegant
to continue working with triangles. Besides, I had read
that triangles were strong. So I sketched joists that
would hang between the girders, connecting adjacent
midpoints on the sides of the latter, as shown in Figure
5. The result was pleasing to the eye, for it created
within each girder section four triangles of equal size.
But each of these triangles had sides of 4 feet, and that
was still twice the recommended (maximum) span.
Connecting the midpoints on the sides of these smaller
triangles would, however, produce yet smaller triangles,
2 feet on a side. And so the pattern for framing the
cabin's floor fell into place, as shown in Figure 6. From
there, it was only a short step to imagine the floor itself,
made up of triangular plywood "tiles" two feet on a
side. These could be stained different colors to produce
a mandala design.
As the casual sketches that accompanied my flights of
imagination gave way to the more exacting drawings
required for building, I began to discover some of the
Imitations of mathematical elegance . The sides of my
imaginary triangles had intersected in points. But the
pieces of lumber that would form the triangles supporting the floor were wider than a pencil line. I found
myself drawing diagrams like that of Figure 7, checking
on the width of the framing lumber, and filling up the
pages of a notebook with geometrical computations.
The mathematics that had been my imagination's playmate became instead a laborious taskmaster; v'3 became
my constant companion.
After a lot of head scratching and angle cutting, my
lesson on the distinction between smart and wise drew
to a close. Each of the girder triangles filled up with
smaller triangles; the six girder triangles were then
assembled over the supports; and the 96 plywood "tiles"
were cut, stained, and nailed into place. Now the cabin
had a floor, the likes of which I shall never build again.
For all my pains, the floor did have an attractive design,
as shown in Figure 8. After nearly a decade of use,
however, the design has nearly faded. But the memory
of the work it took has remained vivid.
A sensible solution to the problem of framing a hexagonal floor did not present itself to me for several more
years, long after I had stopped looking for one. It was a
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. Figure 7. A Headache · ~ ·
Reuealed

Figure 9. Basket Pattern
lumber
imaginary triangle
edges

Figure 8. The floor Design

Figure 1 o.
Parallelogram-Based

Figure 11. Joists

Figure 12. Flooring

Floor Design: Girders
winter's day, and I was sea ted at my desk, daydreaming . Sitting a top the desk was a woven basket made of
inch-wide strips of banana leaves . The strips we nt in
three different directions, and as I s tared spacily at the
basket, I began to see h exagonal shapes in its weave (see
Figure 9) . As I focused my gaze, I noticed that each
h exagonal shape was produced by three parallelogramsh aped segn~en ts of the strips .
I knew at once that I had been presented wi th the key
to a truly elegan t solution to the problem. There would
be no n eed for the triangles of my youthful folly. More
importantly, by comparison with the standard p rocedure sh own in Figure 1, th e parallelogram technique
could use jois ts that were all of the same length. In
addition, by respecting the unique structural characteristics of the h exagon, this technique would require less

lumber than even the standard procedure. To refine the
discovery into its simplest form, shown in Figures 10 to
12, took several tries. Once the design had been perfected, I became eager for summer's arrival: The new d esign
was an ideal excu se to build a h exagonal gazebo. Now
the completed gazebo sits nestled against a hillside, its
curved spire lofting skyward alongside the fir trees that
surround it. Its fl oor we nt together quickly and with
minimal effort , attesting to m y progress beyond the
beginner's stage. And the gazebo's roof, curving up
among the evergreens? Ah, but that's another story.

DD
Richard Conviser lives in Eagle Bridge (New York), plays
th e violin , was train ed as a sociologist, and is fascinated by
hexagons.
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Ecology of Everyday Life
by F. Lansing Scott
Last issue it was art in everyday life, now it's the ecology of
everyday life-what's this preoccupation we Rainfolks seem to
have with everyday life, anyway? Well, it's where we live,
where we make most of our choices, where we have at least
some control over the way of thing~. If we are going to change
the world, perhaps a good place. to start i~ in our own ~ommu
nities and in our mun lives. What we say and'what we think
are not as important as what we do and how we live. Or so it
seems to us.
·
·
. The folloiuing questions are based on a class I co-taught at
Fairhaven College (an alternative college in Bellingham,
Washington) before coming to Rain. -FLS
Most questions can be answered in a superficial manner
or in great detail-decide how much detail is important
to yo'u and why. And at each step of the way, ask yourself, "What are my choices?" and "So what difference
does it make, anyway?"WATER
Where does your water come from? Describe what
happens to it from the time it falls' out of the sky until it
reaches your dwelling. Describe what happens to it after
it leaves your dwelling.
FOOD
Choose five foods that are essential to your diet. What
is involved in producing each food and bringing it to
you·r table? What considerations are relevant to you?
Wh~re does the money go that you spend on'food?
How much of it stays in your community? For each
dollar you spend, which people in what parts of the
process get what portion of it?
SHELTER
What materials were used on the construction of.your
dwelling? Where did they come from?
What was the land like before your dwelling was built
on it? What was it like 300 years ago?
Who o.wns your dwelling? Describe in detail what
happens to the money you pay to ward your dwelling.
CLOTHING
What materials are your clothes made out of? Where

do these materials come fr01~? Choose an article of
clothing and describe how it is manufactured, where it
is manufactured, who does' the work, and under what
conditions.
TRANSPORTATION
What modes of transportation do you commonly use?
What materials and production process~s are used in
the vehicles you travel in or on? What. types and
amounts of energy do these vehicles use? What kinds of
emissions (if any) do these vehicles put into the environment? How does the operation of each mode of transportation affect the design of your community?
Where does the money go that you pay toward transportation?
ENERGY USE
Identify your major uses of energy (transportation,
lighting, and so on). What proportion of your total
energy use does each of these uses make up? What are
the sources of energy used? How much of each source is
used? For each source, specify if it is renewable or nonrenewable, and describe where it comes from.
WASTE
Where does your sewage go, and what happens to it?
How much garbage do you generate in a month? What
is it composed of? Are any of the materials recyclable?
What materials do you, in fact, recycle?
MONEY
Where does your money come from? How much
money do you 'spend on each of the item5 above?
Do you put money into a checking account? A savings
account? What does the bank do with your money? Do
you put money into investments? What kinds? How is
your invested money used?
WORK
.
What paid work do you do? What function does your
job serve in regard to meeting human and social needs?
In regard to your own personal fulfillment?
What unpaid work do you do? What functions does
this work serve? 0 0
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ACCESS: ECONOMICS
Cities and the Wealth of Nations, by Jane
Jacobs, 1984, 257 pp., $17.95 from:
Random House
201 East 50th Street
New York, NY 10022
At a conference I attended last May
called "Creating a New Economy," I
heard a lot of talk-from people whose
opinions I respect on such mattersabout Jane Jacobs' new book, Cities and
the Wealth of Nations, an excerpt of which.
was published in the March issue of The
Atlantic t:!f.onthly (see RAIN X:S, page 17).
It was an i111portant book, I was fold . After
th e recommendations I had received, I
didn' t waste much time snatching it from
the review shelf once it arrived at Rain .
Now that I've fir'lished it I would agree, it
is an important book, though not a
particularly hopeful one.
Jacobs' main thesis is that clear understanding of economic processes is obscured by focusing on national economies. In reality, Jacobs asserts, national
economies ar~ mere~y collections of very
different regional economies, which in
turn are shaped primarily by cities.
"Cities are unique in their abilities to
shape and reshape the economies of
other settlements, including those far
removed from them geographically."
Innovation and import-replacement, the
two economic processes most crucial to
development, are rooted in city economies . Cities with vigorous practices of
import-replacement create prosperous
regional economies; regional economies
without impor.t-replacing cities become
distorted and stagnant.
Jacobs'· approach to what makes economies thrive or fail is unique; in effect, she
offers us a new pair of glasses that allow
us to see old problems in a new way. But
early on I became suspect of these new
glasses-they seemed to come equipped
with their own set of blinkers as well. As I
read Jacobs' discussion of various economic problems from her perspective, I
thought of many other considerations
that.she didn ' t address. For instance, in
hei: discussion of th'e technological
displacement of jobs, I kept thinking: But
what about redistributing the ownership
of the productivt; technologies? What
about redistributing the amount of work
left among the same number of people
through reduction of the work w eek? She
/
never raises these questions. Neither
does she concern herself with the questions of what is worth producing in the
first place or how much should be produced; she seems to promote economic
expansion as a Good Thing in itself. But

do we really need a proliferation of cominnovative and home-grown industries
puterized eyelash curlers and electric
are much more beneficial to a region's
dog..i polishers?
econorriy than are transplanted indus- ·
Another thing that disturbed me is the
tries.
Jacobs' discussion of the faulty feedback
way Jacobs backs tip her assertions.
brought to cities by a national currency
Although she uses examples from all
parts of the world and from 111any periods was also interesting. Supposedly, a
nation's currency acts as a self-corrective
of history, her examples merely illustrate,
mechanism for its economy. When a
rather than prove, her.assertionsreaders must assume that each illustration nation imports more than it exports, the
value of its currency automatically deis typical, rather than a special case. Her
argument would be more convincing if it
clines. This makes its exports cheaper for
cus.tomer nations, so export sales should
were backed up by empirical statistics, or
increase; meanwhile, imports have
if she provided a more solid theoretical
description of the dynamics of the procbecome more expensive, which should
esses she describes.
increase domestic sales . Theoretically,
Even though her argument did not
this appears as an elegant feedback
leave me totally convinced, it did offer a
mechanism for national economies.
However, since Jacobs believes that
fresh and provocative perspective, and as
I continued through the book I became
national economies are artificial units,
~ess concerned with its shortcomings and
she ·argues that the feedback brought by
more impressed with its insights. Jacobs
national currencies is inappropriate for
real ~conomic activity.
identifies five major forces that arise from
healthy import-replacing£ity economies:
National currrncies . .. are pote11t
increased city markets, increased jobs,
fct!dback but i111potellt at triggering
new uses of technology, transplants of
appropriate responses. To piclllrt! how
city work into nonurban locations, and
such a thillg ca11 be, i111agillt! a group of
growth of city capital. In healthy city
people who art! all prpp,crly equipped
regions, all of these forces are present
with diaphrag111s and lungs but who
and in balance. However, regions far
share 011/y ont! single brai!lstem breathremoved from import-replacing cities
ing ce11tcr. In this goofy arra11gt!mcnt,
usually are affected by only one or two of
the breathing ce11tcr would recc.ive ·
these forces; the result is an imbalanced
co11solidatt!d ft!edback on the carbonand .fragile economy.
dioxidc level of tht! who/I! group without
discriminating amollg the individuals
Jacobs describes in detail the deleteriproducillg it. Evaybody's diaphragm
ous effects of each of these forces, when
acting by itself, on different kinds of
would be triggat!d to contract at tht!
regions. I found her discussion of "transsa111c ti111e. But suppose so111c of thost!
plant regions" most interesting. In times
pcoplt! wat! slt!t!pi11g, while others were
of high unemployment, such as we are.
playing tc1111is . ... So111'c would have to
currently experiencing, many city officials
halt what tl1cy wcrt! doing and subside
are trying to lure industries to relocate in
into a Iowa co1111110n dcno111illator of
activity .. .. In such an arrangc111c11t,
their areas, thinking that if these indusfet!dback co11tr(1/ would bl! working
tries helped to create prosperity in their
original locations, they would do the
perfectly 011 its ozL'n terms but the ·
same when transplanted to a new locaresults would be devastating because of
a flmL' designed right into the systion. Not so, says Jacobs. When a new
industry is emerging, it stimula·tes the
tem .. .. Nations arc flawed i11 this way
local economy by creating a demand for
because thei; arc not discrt!tc cco110111ic
units , altluiugh i11tc/lt!clually we
tools, materials, parts, skills, and so
forth; the additional economic activitv
prt!lcnd tht!t/ arc and co111pilt! statistics
benefits the econ.omy of the original "
abo11t'tht!11i.based(m that goofy premise.
location. But by the time an industry has
Natio11s includt!, a111ong other things i11
matured and is in a position to relocate, it
their cco110111ic grab bags, differing city
will have become relatively self-sufficient
ccono111ics that need different corrections
at giPcn times , and yet all share a
in meeting its needs and ~ ill consequently stimulate little additional eeonomic
rnrre11cy that gicH'S all of tlrc111 tire sa111c
activitv in its nevv location . These transinforn1atio11 at a gicNn time. The
plante'd industries bring little to their new
co11solidatcd infor111atio11 is bad specific
infor111atim1 for thc111 evt!11 i11 respect to
locations except the jobs they provide
directly; however, even these ate tenutheir.foreign trade, and it is 110 i11fqn11aous, s(nce an industry that has relocated
tion at all zL'itlr respect to their trade
once is liable to relocate again when
zuith one 1111othcr.
cheaper labor or other incentives are
Jacobs asserts that the onlv remed y for
this problem is to break up i-lations i1ito
offered by other regions. For this reason ,
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scribes throughout the book, which is
why I said that the book was not very
hopeful. Other than her suggestion
regarding the development of independenf_currencies, she offers the bulk of her
advice in the final chapter, where she
describes th~ economic strategy she calls

independent regions, each with its own
currency. She admits that such a solution
is not likely to be popular politically,
given the nationalis tic tendencies
throughout the world, but it is the only
solution she has to offer.
Indeed, Jacobs offer little p rescriptive
advice for the 1nc~n y problems she de-
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"drift." "In its very nature, economic
development has to be open-ended
rather than goal-oriented, and has to
make itself up expediently and e mpirically as it goes along." Imprbvisation is the
key to success. Let th e reader take it from
there. -FLS

TOUCH&GO
Trees talking to one another? Th e Vancouver Province reported that Ian Baldwin
and Jack Schultz of Dartmouth College
have found evidence that leaf damage to ,
poplar and sugar maple trees prompted
nearby undamaged trees to change the
chemical makeup of their leaves, with
chemical changes that were sufficient
enough and quick eno.ugh ~o discourage
insect attacks. Baldwin a11d Schultz said it
appeared that an airborne gas (possibly
ethylene, which is produced by wounded
plant tissue) from the damaged trees
stimulated the defensive chemical changes in neighboring frees. (From: The
Smallholder)
Corny ear acupuncture: An ancient
Chinese gardening method for ripe ning
corn faster and sweeter does work. An
experiment was conducted by acupuncturing every other row of Ashworth corn.
All four rows received the same basic care
at th e sa me tim e, but the acupuntured
rows matured a full wee k ahead of the
o th ers, and their flav or was markedl y
sweeter. The procedure is simple. While
the silk is s till green, drive a round
too thpick through the base of th ~ ea r
stem and into th e main stalk just above
th e joint. When th e seco nd flush of ears is
showing silk, repeat th e whole procedure.
The logic is also simple. In esse nce, you
are creating a wound in the plant, which
forces it to se nd h ea ling sugars to the area
affected. By acupuncturing the ea r stem,
the su gars are forced into the ear. The
result: swee ter sweet corn. (From: ,\1ariti111 e Nortln ~ 1 est Gardenas Journal)

Purple animal?-Th e only known purple
animal on earth is the blesbok, a small
South African antelope.

1

Bug bait: Frances Sheridan Goulart says
insects are more likely to bug a gardener
who ha s ea ten a ban a na! Apparently,
th ey are attracted by the s mell of a banana
ea ter's ski n . According to Goulart,
insects will avotd. you if you ea t o ni o ns,
garlic, or vinegar before gardenin g.
(From: Acres, U.S.A .)

Silver-haired cyclists for conservation!
Georges.Krassovsky, a Frenchman and a
seasoned "eco-cyclist," has organized
competitive bicycle rides since 1975 for
Coca-Cola: Natural and organic? The
·senior citizens concerned with th e damage inflicted on the planet by the technical Fed era l Trade Commission and Jam es
and industrial revolution . The only entry _ Miller, its Reaga nite chairman , have bee n
criticized by Nu tritio11 Action for refu si ng
requirements: an interest in conservation
to iss u e a staff-d eveloped food rul e that
and a minimum age of 55. During th eir
would define term s su ch as natural food. A
ride around the perimeter of France this
Seattle Post-lntellige11cer reporter intersum1'ner, the cyclists hoped to focus
viewed :vliller: "Wh en asked if th e terms·
media attention on " the destruction of
nature, on.pollution, and on the prolifera- 'natural' a nd 'orga ni c' co uld be applied to
Coca-Cola , for exa mpl e, :vrmer replied,
tion of weapons which could bring an
' probabl y so.' The words have no lega l
end to all life on earth." Krassovs ky, at
meaning." (From: Nutrition Action)
BP 16, Paris 75664, would be happy to
provide additional information. (From:
Let them eat sludge: The ea rth wor m is
World Developme11t Foru111)
na ture's marvelou s effl u ent control
machin e, as it ea ts practically almost any
Goldwater sees the light: "We have the
matter except' rubber, plastic, gla ss, a nd
sun up there and are still doing far too
me tal. According to a Taiwanese universilittle with solar energy," was the comty report, 20 milli on wo rm s co uld handle
ment from Senator Barry Goldwater (R80 metric to ns of pulp sludge dail y or
AZ) on August 9. During a Senate debate
abouffive gra ms of sludge p er worm p er
over the fate of the Synthetic Fuels
da y. And w h a tever a wor m ea ts is tra nsCorporation, Goldwater argued that
formed into orga nic fertilizer. The wor ms'
more needs to be done with solar energy
excretio ns are rich in nitrates, phosand alternate fuel sources. (FROM: Solar
phates, and p ota sh. A mature earthwor m
En ergy Intellige11ce Report)
reaches about 12 to 15 cen time ters in
length . No one knows h ow lo ng th ey
Spider egg sac silk stockings? A French
live, alth ou gh some have been es timated
inventor in the early 18th century made
to.live 15 years. Breedin g ea rth wor ms is
some gloves and stockings out of spider
not difficult beca use of th e worms' ability
egg-sac silk. The Academy of Sciences of
to double their p opul a ti o n in a mo nth
Paris considered the technique and
w hile ea ting no thin g but was te. (From:
concluded it would take 663,522 spiders
Science for Vi llages)
to prod.u ce a pound of silk and thu s was
infeasible . (From: Scic11 ce News)
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ACCESS: WOMEN AND TECHNOLOGY
Duri11g winter 1983, Nancy Cosper and I
worked 011 " The Wo111en 's Move111e11t" special
issue of RAIN (volu111eIX , nu111ber 4). 111 the
issue, we discussed fe111i11ist concems i11volvi11g politics, spirituality1 i11tematio11al
devclop111ent, health, and tech110logy. The
articles a11d access that stirred the 111ost
queries fro/// readers and fro111 other publications were the ones 011 wol/le11 and tech11(1logy.
So what about wo111e11 and technology? A
group of wo111e11 i11 Portla11d.(111yself i11cludedY,
have been 111eeti11g to discuss the u11derpi1111i11gs a11d fabric of this subject. Research in to
the i111plicatio11s of the future of wo111e11 all(/
tech11ology-access to, education about, a11d
e111ploy111e11t in-is new, and what exists te11ds
to be sca11t a11d 11011co11clusive. There are 111a11y
ways to approach this so111eti111es unwieldy
topic, m11gi11g fro111 exa111i11atio11 of the past .
(how W()l/1e11 have co11 tribu fed to the dcvelop111e11 t of technology) to m1 exploration of the
future (how wo111e11 can i11f!ue11ce the design
and direction of tech11ology). A parallel
ave11ue for us to co11sidcr is how differc11t
tec/1110/ogics affect us: reproductive tech110/ogies (birth control, birthing 111ethods, genetic
e11gi11eeri11g); workplace technologies (videodisplay tcr111i11als, col/lputers, tclcco1111mmicatio11s); and do111estic technologies (111icrowave
ove11s, cl1e111ical deterge11ts , food additives) .
. Tech11ology presents us witlz decisions ,
roles , a11d optio11s , but it als ~.forccs us to
co11sider-ti111e, health , and safety factors . Tire
followi11g reviews highlight so111e of tire
. current literature that cn11 help us to develop
our own fe111inist !hu11w1.1ist assess111e11t 6f
tech 11ology and co11sidcr lww ·tec/1110/ogy _
affects our day-to-day lives a11d values . Mil/Ii i\11.aduro

Machina Ex Dea: Feminist Perspectives
on Technology, edited by Joan
Rothschild, 1983, 233 pp., $10.95 from:
Pergamon Press
Maxwell House
Fairview Park
Elmsford, NY 10S23
This collection of essays by many critical
thinkers presents a broad range of
·
thought-provoking ideas concerning
women and technology. The beginning
essays delve into the politics, history, and
future implications of narrowly defined
topics such as the mathematization of
engineering, the effects of office automation, and a theoretical analysis of housework. Three essays in the middle of the
book sketch the far-reaching connections
between values and technology. Carolyn
Merchant's "Mining the Earth's Womb"
traces the history and allegory of mining,
posing parallels of this pra~tice to natUre,
our Mother Earth. Ynestra King charts
the path and evolution of the ecofeminist
movement, and Evelyn Fox Keller unravels the popular mythologies surrounding
women and science. This all leads to a set
of essays·at the end of the book exploring
the edges of feminist assessq1ent of
technology, examining the questions we
need to ask to change the future.
Although this is a scholarly collection,
it is approachable, and it provides a
frame work for making our own assessment of the role of women in both social
and technological chai1ge. -Mimi
Maduro·

The Technological Woman: Interfacing
with Tomorrow, edited by Jan
Zimmerman, 1983, 296 pp., $21.50 cloth
from:
Praeger Publishers
CBS Educational and Professional
Publishing
521 Fifth A venue
New York, NY 10175
In March 1981, a conference on Future,
Technology, and Women was held at San
Di.e go State 1:-J~iversity. The conference
proceedings from this event were the
seed for this book. Several of the authors
cited In Machi11a Ex Dea are also contributors to this collection of essays. The issues
covered in this volume include women
and appropriate technology, women and
transportation, word processing, surrogate motnerhood, abortion, and bluecollar jobs.Some pieces paint a gloomy
picture·for women; others point to the
opportunities we have to influence and
fully participate in the technological
change. The section on workplace technology themes, A Living Wage, includes
several sobering perspectives, including:
"Paths to Power in High Technology
Organizations," "Bambi Meets Godzilla:
Life in the Corporate Jungle," and "New
Jobs in New Technologies: Experienced
Only Need Apply."
There are many vantage points from
which to explore women and technology
issues: workplace health, reproductive
rights, housework, computers. This book
can help you sort out the perspectives.
-Mimi Maduro

Dynamos and Virgins Revisited: Women
and Technological Change ill History,
edited by Martha Moore Trescott, 1979,
280 pp~, $16 ..50 cloth from:
The Scarecrow Press
52 Liberty Street
Metuchen, NJ 08840
This set of essays differs from Tire Tcc/1110logical Wo111a11 and .'v1.achi11a Ex Dea in that
it uncovers much "found" history (herstory). Selections include portraits of
women inventors, scientists, and entrepreneu.rs as role models and leaders. The
book also gives insights into the participation of women in the carpet and paper
industries. -Mimi Maduro
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ACCESS: POLITICS
New Options, published every three
· weeks, $29/year from:
New Options, Inc.
PO Box 19324
Washington., DC 20036
This newsletter, written by Mark Satin,
author of New Age Politics, attempts to
give voice to what Satin calls "decentralist/globally responsible" politics (or
sometimes "green," "transformational,"
or "postliberal" politics). Satin is a leading
spokesperson for this kind of politics,
and his board of advisors reads like a
Who's Who of the alternative movement,
including such notables as Fritjof Capra,
Hazel Henderson, Petra Kelly, John
Naisbitt, Kirkpatrick Sale, and Robert
. Theobald. His coverage of the developments within this movement is informative and provocative. He reviews books
and organizations with a cr~tical eye, and

he is not afraid to take controversial
positions, which seem to provoke a
substantial and spirited response from
his readers. Although I often disagree
with.his p.erspective, I appreciate·that he
makes his perspective· clear so I know
exactly what I'm disagreeing with. The
willingness to take a clear stance from
which to evaluate other viewpoints and
activities promotes thoughtful dialogue.
In the interest of participating in such
dialogue, I would like to present some ·
critcisms of the political perspective
presented in New Options .
I'm concerned by Satin's- outspoken
anti-Marxism and eagerness to dissociate
himself from any part of ~he traditional
left. For all its shortcomings (and I would
agree that it does have many shortcomings), Marxis·m teaches us to look at the
concrete realities of people's lives, and
not just what th€y think or say. We

cannot ignore the structures of power or
patterns of wealth distribution in society
if we want to bring about real social
change . New Age social commentators
(Satin included) too often fall into the
trap of claiming that people's attitudes,
values, and thoughts are all that matters,
that our use of technology and form of
social organization are simply products of
our "cultural paradigm." That's not
holism, that's psychological reductionism-and bad social theory. Let us seek
to develop a social philosophy that takes
into account-both the spiritual /psychological and the material /structural aspects of
our world, and let us develop a political
practice that seeks to transcend traditional
approaches to social change, not by
ignoring or denouncing them, but by
taking what is valid and useful from
them, adding new insights, and .arriving
at a new synthesis. -FLS

Green Alert!
A group of more than 60 activists from
all around the U.S. came together
during the second weekend of August
to lay the groundwork for a broadbased U.S. Green movement. The
meeting originated with Charlene
Spretnak, co-guthor of Green Politics
(see RAIN X:5, pages 12-13), who
formed an "inviting committee" with
four other Green-oriented activists:
Harry Boyte, Christian-populist
author; Catherine Burton, co-founder
of Earth Bank (see RAIN X:2, page 31);
Gloria Goldberg, coordinator of the
Institute for Social Ecology; and David
Haenke: convenor of the North

American Bioregfonal Congress (see
RAIN X:6, .page 31).
By the end of three days the groups
had arrived at some decisions regarding near-term plans:
D Grassroots organizing and coalitionbuilding would be emphasized over
electoral politics.
·
D The interim name for the various
local and regional groups would be
"Committees of Correspondence,"
after the Committees of Correspondence set up prior to the American
Revolution, rather than "U.S. Green
Party"·or something similar. Many
a~tendees felt that the word grcc11

would not invite participation from a
broad enough constituency.
D An interim Interregional Committee
was formed to encourage "multileveled movement building."
D An interim national office is being
set up in Minneapolis.
For more information, write to
Interregional Committee of Correspondence, PO Box 14748, Minneapolis,
MN 55414. Send $5 'if you wish to be
placed on the mailing list and to
receive the committee's "statement of
values and principl'es," or send $25 to
become a ·charter supporter. -FLS
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e Delaware
er
tershed

People on the West Coast tend to be chauviniMic about
their environmentalism. After all, Lov·e Canal, Three Mile
Island, and New York City ·are all Back East., Well, the fact
is that New Jersey, of all places, has something like the
second most stringent environmental regulations in the
nation. New jersey is the state known for crm.uded suburbs
and highways, smelly refineries, and toxic-zuaste dumps
that make headlines. But New f ers~y alsa_·has pockets of the
most beautiful scenery I've seen arz.ywhere, widely varied
geology, and wild bears! There are native cacti growing
along the banks of the Delaware. There are forests of threefoot-high trees. There are, in other words, things worth
saving, besides the basic needs for clean air .and water.
Furthermore, many people are actively protecting the
llatural resources of the area. The group working to save the
Delaware River watershed is Del-AWARE Unlimited (6
Stockton Avenue, New Hope, PA 18938; 215 1862-9862).
Terri Gabriell is the Executive Director of Del-AWARE. TK

'

by Terri Gabriell
The Delaware River Watershed is defined by the
river and all the lands that drain into it. It begins at
the borders of New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, and extends south to Delaware and Delaware
Bay. The watershed includes the Lehigh and Schuylkill Rivers, and from east to west, extends from an
area west of Allentown, Pennsylvania, to New Jersey's coastal plain . .
Our river and valley face serious threats both in
terms of water depletion and pollution. The Delaware, the last free-flowing river east of the Mississippi, is managed by a c·ompact arrangement of the four
states that share its shores and a representative from
the U.S. Department of the Interior. They allocate the
waters to ensure that New York City can withdraw an
enormous 800 million gallons daily (MGD), granted
by the Supreme Court in 1954, while maintaining
minimum flow objectives downstream. _
This type of compact arrangement has resulted in
the demise of the mighty Colorado River, which ends
in a ditch without reaching the sea, and we at DelAWARE Unlimited, a nonprofit corporation dedicated
to saving the Delaware, are working to see that this
never happens here.
Our organization began as a gr';lssroots effort to
stop construction of the Point Pleasant pumping
station, a proposed diversion to pump 95 MGD out of
the river. Half of it would provide municipal water,
for which no need has been proven; the other half
\voulq be pumped ac!oss two counties and evaporate
at the Limerick nuclea~ power plant outside Philadelphia.
Early on, we asked for a public referendum on the
pump_, and were denied. As bulldozers prepared to
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!Jr~- ·AWARE
clear the site in January 1983, over 1,000 people
blocked the way. During the next three days, 187
people were arrested for civil disobedience in blocking the site .
Within the next few days, the released arrestees
and members and supporters of Del-AWARE Unlimited occupied the Bucks County Courthouse ahd
refused to leave. $ince the local sheriffs wanted to
avoid national news that would be caused by the
arrest of Abbie Hoffrriau., one of the demonstrators,
. they allowed us to stay in the courthouse. We maintained a constant presence for the next three months,
even sleeping in the courthouse, and collected more
than 30,000 petition signatures for a referendum . In
March, a referendum was granted.
In May, the voters voted, by a wide majority, to
cancel the project, bu:t the county commissioners,
who had pledged to abide by the vote, said it couldn't
be done. Over the summer, another 110 people were
arrested at the site. Some went to jail. Later that
summer, people linked hands across the Delaware to
demonstrate its low flow and made news as far away
as Mexico City and Peking.
•

I

In summer 1983, people linked hands
across the Delaware to demonstrate
its low fiow and maqe news as far
away as Mexico City and Peking.

1

In the November 1983 election, new commissioners
were elected on a platform that included a pledge to
Dump the Pump. They changed the makeup of the
water authority-the owner of the project-to a
majority of antipump members . The Executive Director 'of Del-AWARE, Tracy Carluccio, took a job as
executive secretary of the authority, to stop the pump
from within the system.
.
Del-AWARE has continued to work with the commissioners and the authority, both of whom are being
sued by the Philadelphia Electric Company to build
the project. All parties in the suit rested their cases in
August 1984, and both·promised to appeal. Meanwhile, rio pump construction has gone on at th_e site

Untimited,lnc.

since JamiarY'1984 and the pump, which they said
would be completed by now, is nothing more than a
large hole in the ground.
Del.-A WARE is now working to oppose a project on
the New Jersey side of the river. It would be a 650acre reservoir, owned by seven utility companies. It
would skim and impound the river's spring flows to
serve as replacement water for the river water that
utilities withdraw and evaporate, and it would destroy the habitats of 14 endangered or threatened
species of plants and animals. In this fight, we are
challenging the basin commission on the concepts on
which if bases its allocations.
Del-AWARE did win a legal battle this spring. We
filed a suit before the appeals board of the state Department of Environrnental Resources asking the
board to require national pollution permits to transfer
Delaware River water into two Bucks County streams.
The board upheld our contentions that the river is
already too polluted to discharge into two pristine
streams without treatment, and that the plan would
cause excessive erosion to those streams.
We won.I but the action cost us $90,000 and is being
appealed by the electric company. We continue to
work to pay off the river's debt in legal costs, to
protect and preserve our river and watershed, .and to
'work for education, good water mai-1agement, and
water conservation throughout the region.
We'd like to hear from people involved in similar
work to save any aspect o~ life on this planet. D D
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Myers , preside11t of Del-AWARE, occupies the Delaware
River during the.group 's January 1983 dem onstration s to stop
co11structio11 of the Point Pleasant pu111pi11g statio11 , which would
te11wve 95 111illio11 gal/011 s daily fro111 th e river.
~
·
·-:,--- ··--- --·- ··--------______J
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Pacific Northwest Bioregion Report
Peace Community Planned
A working group of writers, educators·, and peacemakers from all walks
of life have formulated plans to establish a Peace Community in the Pacific
Northwest to serve as a m.odel for
other such communities to be established in Hawaii, Europe, South
America , and other locations around
the world.
Spearheaded by A. D. Lehmann,
author of To111orrmu 's World (DOVES
Publishing, Newport, Oregon, 1983),
the group just released the initial draft
of its manifesto . Its constitution and
by-laws will be formulated in spring
. 1985. Groundbreaking for the first
Peace Community is scheduled for
1986.
.
For more information about the
Peace Community project, send $1 to
cover copying costs and 54¢ in stamps
to A. Lehmann, c/o PEACE, Box 110,
Yachats, OR 974,98.

Direct Action Network
.Forms
A meeting to establish the Northwest Direct Action-Network was held .
in Portland on August 18. Approximately 70 people attended, representing more than 30 environme,n tal,
peace, and women ' s organizations

from Ashland , Oregon, to Vancouver,
B. C. The goals of the network are as
follows: to coordinate major regional
civil-disobedience actions that bring
together many kinds of issues and
organizations; to establish an emergency-response network for immediate .
widespread response tq sudden
events such as a U .S. military invasion
of a foreign country; and to coordinate
simultaneous actions throughout the
region . The network has planned its·
first major regional action at Ft. Lewis
for October 25, the first anniversary of
the invasion of Grenada, to protest
U.S. militarism .
For further information about the
network, contact Northwest Action for
Disarmament (a member group of the
network) , 408 SW 2nd Avenue, Room
428, Portland, OR 97204; 503 /295-2101.

Blockades Continue in
Middle Santiam
Speaking of direct action, the
Cathedral Forest Action Group continued its campaign of no11Violent civil
disobedience throughout the summer
to stop logging in 80,000 acres of oldgrowth forest in the :vtiddle Santiam
region of the Willamette National
Forest in Oregon . In additio11 to
blockades in the forest itself, the group

also organized rallies at the U.S .
Forest Service offices in Portland and
Eugene in late August to ~raw public
attention to the issue, and an Old
Growth Gathering was held in late
September, with Gary Snyder as one
of the featured speakers .
Snyder has tried to put the significance of these old growth stands into
perspective. " Even people in the
Northwest might not realize what an .
extraordinary planetary treasure the
old growth forests of the Pacific Slope
are . .. . These are the most amazing
temperate rainforests in the world.
There's more biomass in the temperate
rain forests of the Northwest than
there is even in the tropical rain
forests . It is an absolute planetary
treasure, and an extraordinary piece of
ecological history to see the patches of
these forests still standing ."
The Cathedral Forest Action Group
is doing everything it can to d efend
these ancient, precious forests. Group
members consider such areas to be our
sacred places-hence the name
" Cathedra) Forest." They say they will
not quit until the Santiam forest is
legally protected. If you would like to
help , write or call the Cathedral Forest
Action Group at 824 SW 10th , Corvallis, OR 97333; 503 /754-9151, or call
Thelma Perry, 503 1342-3250 (Eugene) ,
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or Gary Stallings, 503 /239-4991
(Portland).

Globescope National
Assembly
Globescope, a project of the Global
Tomorrow Coalition (1525 New
Hampshire Avenue, NW, Washington,
DC), has scheduled a national assembly for April 17-21, 1985, in Portland,
Oregon. Globescope is a continuing
process of education, informationsharing, and networking in the U.S.,
with three major purposes: to increase
public understanding of the challenges
posed by long-term global trends in
environment, resou·r~es , population,
and development; to encourage and
facilitate positive involvement and
action on these issues by nongovernmental organizations and individuals
at the local level; and to highlight the
role and responsibility of the U.S. in
finding cooperative means to respond
to these challenges.
,,
.T he Globescope National Assembly
will "provide Americans with the
necessary framework-infor-mation,
strategies, models, and networkswith which to develop effective local
initiatives that support sustainable
development in a healthy world
environment." Participants will
include local and national citizen
leaders, issue experts, educators,
concerned citizens, public officials,
conservationists, and corporate
planners. If you wish to get involved
in the planning process for this event,
or wish more information, contact
Diane Lowrie, National Coordinator,
Globescope, PO Box 15264, Portland,
OR 97215; 503 / 232-399.~_.

Seattle Resource Center
The Resource Center in Seattle,
established last May, "seeks to bring
together people, ideas, and resources
by giving people a forum for new
ideas and the tools to move vision into
action." The first service sponsored by
the center is the Resource Network, an
information and ideas exchange.
Anyone-individuals, corporations,
families, schools, political groups,
nonprofit organizations-can open an
account with the Resource Network.
People can ask for infonnation or
contacts on ideas, products, services,
projects, or other resources-anything
from holistic healing to microcomputer
selection to ra.c quetball partners .
Names and a small part of the information are on computer, but Rose Campbell, coordinator of the Resource
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Network, says that human intelligence
and intuition usually make the most
interesting and relevant connections.
An account with the Resource
Network costs $25 for 6 months or $40
for 12 months. Once you have opened
an account, you can call or write as
often as you wish. Rose Campbell is
available to take calls for the network
between 6 and 7 PM, Monday through
Thursday, or people can write or leave
messages on her answering machine
anytime. To become a user, send
name, address, and phone number
with a check or money order to Network Resources, 628 llth Avenue
East, Seattle, WA 98102. Include three
to five questions of immediate interest,
and the network will respond as soon
as possible with the information or
contacts requested.
The Resource Center also sponsors
another activity called the Thursday
Night Connection, a monthly gathering that includ~s a networking game
or activity, brief reports from Resource
Center committees, and open
networking. Gatherings are scheduled
· for November 15, and the first Thursday of the month starting in 1985.
They will be from 7 to 10 PM.. Call Rose
Campbell at 206 /323-4959 for location
or other information about the Thursday Night Connection or the Resource
Network, or write to her c/o Network
Resources, listed above.

Washington Arbitration
Washington Arbitration Services,
founded in 1981, offers an alternative
method of dispute resolution outside
of the courtroom. The arbitration
process allows disputing parties to
present the dispute to an impartial
third party, the arbitrator, for a legally

binding decision. Such a procedure is
less complicated, less time-consuming,
and less costly than court action.
The services offerea by Washington
Arbitration include providing arbitrators for disputes, helping dispµting
parties reach voluntary settlements,
admi_n istering specialized disputesettlement programs, and conducting
educational seminars and workshops.
Services are available state-wide
through offices located in Seattle,
Spokane, Bellingham, Tacoma, Olympia, and Vancouver. For more information, contact the state headquarters of
Washington Arbitration Services at
202 Pioneer Building, Seattle, WA
98104; 206 /467-0793.
Additionally, Michael Gillie, found· er of Washington Arbitration Services,
has published a booklet called Practical
Arbitration-A Basic Guide /or NonAttorneys. The booklet has 22 pages of
text ~md a 22-page appendix including
sample arbitration forms, an example
arbitration case from start to finish,
and sample problems for the reader to
work out. It is available for $7.50,
pos~paid, from Dispute-Settlement
Press, 202 Pioneer Building, Seattle,
WA 98104.

Cetaceans Poster
Cetaceans of the Inland Coastal Waters
of Washington and British Columbia is a
16- by 22-inch black-and-white poster
prepared by Ed Newbold and Rich
Osborne of the Whale Museum,
Friday Harbor, Washington. It gives
illustrations and descriptions of ten
different species of whales, dolphins,
and porpoises that can be found in
Northwest waters. It is available for $4
from Newbold Wildlife Prints, PO Box
22344, Seattle, WA 98122.

ORCA, THE KILLER WHALE

Painting by Ed Newbold (FROM: Cetaceans of th e Inland and
Coastal Waters of Washington and Southern British Columbia)
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NW PUBLICATIONS ·
Oregon Style: Architecture 1840 to
1950s, by Rosalind L. Clark, 1983, 232
pp., $19.95 (add $2 for shipping)
from:
Professional Book Center
5211 NE Sandy Boulevard
Portland, OR 91213

Oregon Solar Energy Directory,
compiled by the Oregon Department
of Energy, 1984~ 26 pp., free from:
Oregon Department of Energy
Room 102, Labor and Industries
Building
Salem, OR 97310 .

This valuable ~ourcebook documents
Oregon's architectural he,ritage. The.
book is organized chronologically, by
style, beginning with Log Buildings
and concluding with the Northwest
Regional Style. For eacn style, the
author lists six characteristic elements-roof, roof details, shape and
mass, windows and doors, construction materials, and decorative ele- ·
ments-and briefly describes the way
the style was adapted in Oregon. The
bulk of the book is photos of each
style, with long captions delineating
details of the style and giving anecdotes here and there. This is not a
guidebook; the locations of the buildings are given by town ("Portland"),
not address. Portland residents, in
particular, will recognize many of the
stately downtown buildings that
they've glanced at but never examined
closely. - TK

This directory begins with a few pages
of consumer advice for buying and
installing solar systems, and then goes
on to list alternative-energy information centers and referral services, '
citizen energy groups, and solar
designers, builders, distributors, and
manufacturers throughout the state.
The directory is current through
July 1984 (it even lists Rain at our new
address). -FLS

Oregon Coast Range Wilderness,
edited by Sherry Wellborn, 1982,
90 pp., $4.95 from:
Siuslaw Task Force
PO Box863
Corvallis, OR 97339
Even after more than a century of
frenzi'e d logging, and several devastating forest fires, the Oreg<:m Coast

Range still retains areas, albeit small
ones, that r.emain in their original wild
state. The Siuslaw Task Force, a group
of concerned coastal residents and
wilderness activists, has published a
booklet that both showcases these
potential wilderness areas and offers
detailed information on geology,
climate, flora, and fauna of one of the
more abused and neglected areas in
the Pacific Northwest. Six wilderness
areas are covered, with maps showing
access roads, trails, boundaries,
streams, and natural features and
landmarks. You"ll probably want to
purchase a topographic map from the
U.S. Geological Survey for any hiking,
though. The booklet also includes
sections on the 1477 offshore islands
and rocks found along the coast, and a
chapter on the several long-distance
trails thaJ are either proposed or under
construction, such as the nearly
·
complete, 380-mile Oregon Coast trail.
Sprinkled throughout the booklet are
a series of detailed and delightful line
drawings depicting the region's
wildlife and plant life. Let's hope more
people see this ex~ellent resource
guide to Oregon's most neglected
wildlands. -SM

Design Tools for Energy Efficient
Homes, by Ken Eklund and David
Baylon, second edition, 1983, about
~50 pp., $14.95 from:
Ecotope
2812 East Madison
Seattle, WA 9811..2
Easy-to-use handbook for builders,
designers, and students who want to
understand, analyze, and build
energy-efficient homes. Replete with
worksheets and tables (more than half
the book comprises appendices, which
include load curves and a solar-system
checklist), this well-designed book
provides clear information on choosing
materials and technologies for energy
efficiency. Construction diagrams
show caulking, vapor..:barrier, and
insulation details.
The Northwest Power Planning
Council spurred the development of
cost-efficient residential building
standards for the region, and this book
tells how to design and build to these
standards. As such, it's geared to a
Pacific Northwest audience, but it also
provides a splendid model for other
The Andrew] . Sherwood House in Coquille, an example of the Queen A1111e Style
regio"ns. -TK
(FROM: Oregon Style)
- ··- - ------· --------..----·-·- -- --- ---·- - - - - - - -- --- - - - - - - ·
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Western Oregon Winter Dwellings
FROM: Oregon Indians

China Doctor of john Day, by Jeffrey
Barlow and Christine Richarc;lson,
1979, 118 pp., $5.95 from:
Binford and Mort, Publishers
2636SE11th
Portland, OR 97202
This story of Lung On, the businessman, and Ing Hay, the Chinese herbalist, reveals an interesting facet of
western history. Many Chinese
migrated to the U.S. in the mid-1800s
because they'd heard of the Gold
Mountain (the 1860 gold strikes in
Oregon and Idaho). The Chinese in
central Oregon, who had originally
come to work in mining and railroad
building, were resented by white men.
In fact, racial and social prejudice
against the Chinese led to the Chinese
Exclusion Act of 1882, which prevented all but intellectuals (men only) from
entering the.U.S.; it wasn't repealed
until the mid-1900s.
The authors recount the career of
Ing Hay, the "China Doctor" of John
Day, Oregon. He used pulse diagnosis
to diagnose his patients, then prescribed herbal brews and often effected
what his patients considered miracle
cures. Patients whose condition had
been worsened by western medical
practitioners would come to Doc Hay,
and he would use traditional Chinese
herbs to cure blood poison, meningitis,·
flu, and other conditions . (The appendix to the book includes descriptions
of 62 herbs.)
In addition, the authors discuss
Lung On, who served as translator for ·
Ing Hay and as leader of the John Day
Chinatown. Lung On was a businessman who was financially successfulan anomaly for a Chinese at the time .
He had been an intellectual in China,

and many people he met said he was
" the smartest man I ever knew."
The authors do not provide an indepth study in this short volume, and ·
the account should rnrtainly have
been edited (and written) better, but
the information is valuable. -TK

Oregon Indians: Culture, History, and
Current Affairs, by Jeff Zucker, Kay
Himmel, and Bob Hagfoss, 1983, 230
pp., $15.95 from:
Western Imprints
Oregon Historical Society
-1230 SW Park
Portland, OR 97205
This is probably the most comprehensive and auth,oritative book on Oregon
Indians currently available. The book
is divided into three parts: traditional,
historical, and contemporary. Part
One describes the traditional Indian
cultures of Orego~ before contact with ,
white people . Part Two describes the .
period of transition after Euro-American settl(i'rs arrived, outlining the
many changes and conflicts that
occurred. Part Three examines the
current situation of Indian people in
Oregon, including recent .federal
policy and the controversy over Indian
fishing rights.
The book is useful to both the
serious researcher and the general
reader who simply wishe.s a general .
overview of the indigenous peoples of
this region. Extensive resource notes.
accompany each page of text in a way
that allows the.researcher.to pursue
any particular topic in greater depth.
but doesn't detract from the readability
of the basic text. A generous amount
of charts, maps, and illustrations also

accompanies the text. A bibliography
of over 60 titles is included, and a
special booklet profiling 22 Indian
organizations currently active in
Oregon is attached in the back of the
book.-FLS

The Alliance, monthly, $15/year, $5/
year for low-income, from:
Oregon Coalition of Alternative
Human Services
PO Box 14742
Portland, OR 97214
A voice for progressive political action
in the Portland area for the last four
years, The Alliance has recently begun
more regional coverage as well . Recerit
issues have featured reports on the
Cathedral Forest Action Group blockades, actions at the Hanford PUREX
facility, and local antinuclear and antiintervention efforts . The Alliance is·
primarily action-oriented and seeks to
foster communication and coalitionbuilding among groups working for
social change. Each issue contains a
calendar of political events for the
month and a directory of local political
organizations and socially responsible
businesses.
The Alliance has just begun publishing an edition for Salem, Oregon, as
well as the Portland edition. The .
Salem edition will feature a four-page
insert with a Salem-area calendar and
directory in place of the Portland
calendar and directory, but will otherwise be the same . Plans are to publish
editions for Eugene and Corvallis
under this same arrangement. This is
an exciting development for communication among Oregon political activists . -FLS
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BAMBOO FLUTES , shakuh achis, recordings.
Niemi, Box 273, Mountainview, HI 96771.

JOIN
CO-OP

EC0LOGICALLY RESPONSIBLE P.ortland
townhouse for sale. 2BR, 1.5 baths 1 patio,
yard, city view . Woodstove, w7d, full garage/
basement, lots of extras. Owner relocated,
needs to sell. Asking $65,000. Nancy Waddell,
PO Box 10, Clinton, WA 98236; 206/321-5781.

Worthy Work
RAIN INTERN PROGRAM: RAIN's intern
program enables staff interns to gain a thorough knowledge of magazine publication and
resource center opera tion . The work is a mix of
activities, including promotion, library and
office maintenance, information requests,
publicity, and local educa tio n or organizing
efforts . Applicants must be self-mot,ivated and
able to work wi th minimum supervision;
technical skills are appreciated, but not
necessary. A three-month commitment is
req uired. Benefits include a s tipend of $4;0 a
week a nd the excitement of bei ng in touch
with the latest information from around the
country. Send resume to Rob Baird, RAIN,
3116 North Williams, .Portland, OR 97227.

AMERICA

Hundreds of groups and
thousands of individuals. sharing concerns for peace, justice
and cooperation are linked
through Co-op America.
Providing practical means for
making economic democracy a
reality.

A RAINBOW FROM ASSISI: striving to wa rds
simplici ty, beauty and sy nthesis, very unusual
family-based center runs a s mall publishing
h ouse and "politico-spiritual" initiatives for
inner growth and social improvement as well.

Everyone
can wear
RAIN T-Shirts!

FOR INDIVIDUALS
Membership begins with special
information, opportunities and the
Co-op America Catalog featuring
products of member groups.
Including
socially responsible
investments

ANO

We

provide benefits and national
marketing through a trade association committed to community
responsibility and cooperation .

Tell me about Co-op America

NAME
ADDRESS
COUNTY
CITY

STATE.__ ZIP _ _

Co-op America. 2100 M St. NW. #605
Washington. D.C . 20063
(1-800-424-9711 x5307)
RM

Name ___ ________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Gift for _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
Name ___________
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

"Co-op America is an
important step in making
S9cial change self-sufficient."
-Derek Shean~r, co-author
Economic Democracy

0 Individual Membership

Send __ shirts, $7.50 each
'ppd. , 'in sizes _ _ (S,M,L,XL).

Send a gift t-shirt to a friend! For
$8.00, we'll send a shirt plus a
card with your message.

FOR ORGANIZATIONS

-------------

GLOBESCOPE INTERNSHIP: Globescope, a
project to increase p:ublic understanding of
and action on global environmental concerns,
seeks an intern to work on publicity for th e
Globescope National Assembly, to be held in
Portland, Oregon, April 17-21, 1985. The
internship will begin in early January and will
continue through the Assembly. Work includes
preparing press releases, compiling short
newsletters, creating information materials,
and basic typing and filing . The intern will be
paid a stipend of $40 per week. The Asse mbly
will provide an exciting opportunity for
making contacts for future work on global
enyironmental issues . If interested, contact
Diane Lowrie at Globescope, PO Box 15264,
Portland, OR 97215; 503/232-3495.

State _____ Zip _ _ _ __

access to an unique insurance plan
with low group rates and coverage
of alternative practitioners.

I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I

They really appreciate co-.workers to join the m
in purposeful lifestyle and not easy labour, but
highly committed to planetary renewal. They
need secretarial work and tutor/mother's help-.
Warmly welcome those who can stay at least
one year, a couple/children and ... those
interested in the labour of creativity for The
Future. Se nd curriculum mentioning Ref. 00/2
Pas. M/S. No reply if asking for information
only, but correct address for contact given on
confidential request. Gabriella Fiorucci,
Servizio-Ponte, Box 54, 06088 S. M. ANGELIItaly

CitY---------~-

State ---~ Zip _ _ __
Size _ _ Message _____

I
I
I
.I
I
I
I

----------------

Total enclosed _ _ _ _ _ __
Send orders to

100 % cotton , heavyweight,
burgundy on cream

RAIN
3116 North Williams
Portland, OR 97227
(allow 4-6 weeks for delivery)
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100% COTTON products. Quilts, pillows,
mattresses, kitch e n, bed , bath and personal
items. Fine qua lity. Reasonable prices. Free
ca talog. Janice Corporatio n, PO Box 1292R,
Wes t Caldwell, NJ 07006.

NEW

ffiONTIER

Magazine of Transformation

gJ

'/{\J) ~ ~

~ ~· ~

·WAKE UP!
The first step to using appropriate
technology is awareness!
Each month NEW FRONTIER brings an
abundance of it. Holistic health, meditation,
new age books, relationships, new ideas,
events, and the words of world leaders
making a difference ...

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
•

I
I
I

----~---~---------------0 Enclosed is a check
NEW FRONTIER
129 N. 13th St.
Philadelphi:i', Pa. 19107

for S 10 - send next
12 issues .

1

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~---------------Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

I

City

,. .

.

·

Zip

State

I
I
I
I
I

~

Free mail-order catalog full of special
games for children, parents, teachersabout Mother Nature, social well-being
and peaceful living. After 9 years in
business, we !"\ave assembled one of the
finest lines of cooperative and noncompetitive boardgames~including our
own Save The Whales and Dam Builders,
plus "classics" like Sleeping Grump,
Imagine!, and The Ungame. We also
offer a variety of other excellent games,
books on cooperative play, children's
books with peaceful themes, outstanding
wood puzzles, old-time radio comedy
and mystery tapes, environmental card
g~mes, delightful rubber stamps ... and
even more!
Animal ,Town Game Co.
P.O. 80x 2002
Santa Barbara, CA 93120

~-~-----------------------~

ATTENTION

--------------------~--------~--·~------AVAILABLE FOR THE .FIRST TIME

A Literary Showcase

-of

Incarcerated Writer~

Exhibiting previously unpublished works of new writers confined
behind prison walls throughout America. The aim of TAKIN'IT TO
THE STREETS is to stimulate the reading public and the publishing
world to recognize the literary merits of many incarcerated
writers. TAKIN' IT TO THE STR'EETS provides an opportunity for
new writers to. enter the literary field while accom_plishing the
major feat of literature - spreading awareness and growth.

YES,

PLEASE SEND ME VOL.1, N0.1, OF TAKIN' IT TO THE STREETS.

ENCLOSED IS MY PAYMENT OF

S

5 95

P.O. Box 16740
Colorado Springs·, CO 80935

Address--------------------City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ Zip _ __

Subscribe ro The Workbook today!

Sll.00/ year
($1.50 1eaJor dt.luns A 1tudents; Sl5.00 lutitaUoa1)
Mab cMc:b payable to:
liollU1wes1 Raeatt., A laformaUoa Cntu,
P .O . Bos 45U, AJb•q•trqH, NM 17106

-
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THE
NEIGHBORHOOD
WORKS
a m~mthly information service
covering:
housin g
co-ope ratives
ene rgy conservation
economic policy
co mmunity development
recycling
energy policy
urban planning
SEND NAME & ADDRESS FOR FREE BROCHURE.

CALENDAR
The Computer Fair will be presented for the
first time by Mt. Hood Community College in
Gresham, Oregon, on November 9-10 at the
campus . This event is designed to let everyone
discover the many uses of the computer, with
exhibits, robots, demonstrations, theater, and
games . Presentations, workshops, films and
demonstrations will be scheduled to provide
understanding of how computers are being
used for learning, in communications and the
arts . Topics will range from artificial intelligence to computer benefits and the dangers to
society. Contact Kay Israelson at 667-7410 or
John Stapp at 667-7299. MHCC, 26000 SE
Stark, Gresham, OR 97030.

$ 18 for a llllL' }'l'a r subscriplilln
$2 for sample cllp)' a nd lll llSl rl'CL' nl index

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
O RGAN IZATI ON

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~
C ITY . STATE . ZIP'_ _ _ - - - - - - - -

The Neighborhood Works
570 West Randolph

Chicago, IL 60606

SINGLE PROFILE NEXUS creates a nationwide n'e twork of cultured singles. PO Box
19983, Orlando, FL 32814.
100% RECYCLED paper. Free ca talog and
sa mples. Earth note Stationery, printing paper,
e nvelopes. For ho me or office. Earth Care
Paper, 325-AK Beech La'ne, Harbor Springs,
MI 49740.
REICHIAN ENERGETICS is a holistic ap. proach to improved hea lth , based on th e
bioenergetic principles and techniques of
Wilhelm Reich . Emphasis is o n improved
breathing, reduced tension, greater clarity,
and increased personal e nergy. Individual
sessio ns by appointment. Free brochure
available upon reque~t. In Portland, contact
John Lawson: 297-6686 .

RAIN Advertising Policy
RAIN accepts both classified and displa y
advertising. Classified ads cost 30¢ per word.
As a special service during these times of high
un e mploy ment, work-related ads (see " Worthy Work" ) are only 15¢ per word. Prepayment
. required.
All ads are accepted at RAIN's discretion .
The advertising of products and services in
RAIN should no t be considered an endorsement: RAIN is not responsible for product or
servi'ce claims and representations.
.
For informati on on display ads and a rate
shee t, contact: RAIN Advertising Dept., 3116
North William s, Portland , OR 97227; 503/2497218.

Making a Difference is the theme of the first
conference of the returned Peace Corps
Volunteers of Oregon, to be held in Portland
on November 10. The general public is invited
to participate in this event, focusing on ways
to educate Americans on Third World conditions and issues. For more information,
contact Jeff Strang at RAIN, 3116 North
Williams, Portland, OR 97227.
On November 9-10, the Iowa-Illinois World
Food Conference will be held at the Blackha,wk
Hotel in Davenport, Iowa. The subject of the
conference is Third World Development: ·
From Food Deficiency to Food Sufficiency.
The purpose of the project is to provide greater
public awareness of problems leading to
hunger and poverty around the world and a
better knowled,ge of the organizations and
agencies that are combatting these problems.
The conference will also feature a Resources
Fair . Contact Continuing Education in International Affairs, 205 Arcade Building, 725 South
Wright Street, Champaign, IL 61820; 217/3:?31465.
.
A one-day workshop, Managing the Solar
Business, will be held December 4 in
Stur:bridge, Massachusetts . Sponsored by the
New England Sola,r Energy Association, the
seminar will provide ~usine.ss-planning
information. Included will be discussion of
cash flow, credit and collections, inventory
control, reading and using financial statements, and dealing with financial sources. The
leader will be Alan Johnson of Country
Business Services in Brattleboro, Vermont, an
expert in the financial management of small
businesses . Contact Larry Sherwood , NESEA,
PO Box 541, Brattleboro, VT 05301. 802/2542386.
The Grantsmanship Center is offering a
variety of three-day intensive workshops on
business ventures for nonprofit agencies. The
workshops cover the following areas : selecting
the right venture for your agency, coping with
internal questions and concern_s, exploring the
tax implications of a business venture, analyzing the feasibility of your potential business,
developing a business plan, and financing the
venture. The workshops will be held through
November and December in: San Diego, CA;
Winston-Salem, NC; Seattle, WA; Tallahasse,
FL; Minneapolis /St. Paul, MN; Philadelphia,

PA; Chicago, IL; New York, NY; New Orleans,
LA; San Francisco, CA; Detroit, MI; Phoenix,
AZ; Los Angeles, CA; and Washington, DC.
Contact the Grantsmanship Center, 1031
South Grand Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90015;
. 800/421-9512 or 213/749-4721 in California ,
Alaska or Hawaii.
The Energy Bureau is having its first national
conference .o n Investing in Cogeneration,
November 8-9. The conference will be held at
Stouffer's Concourse Hotel in Arlington,
Virginia. The program is designed for cogeneration developers and investors and their
advisors involved in investment analysis. The
speakers will cover the cogeneration investment market and key considerations in
investment decision-making, including
economic, regulatory, operational, construction, and technological risk, as well as power
sales and fuel-supply agreements. Contact
Jeanne Van.de Merlen., Planning Director, the
Energy Bl;lreau, Inc. , 41East42nd Street, New
York, NY 10017; 212 /687-3177.
Solar Vision is offering two workshops:
Photovoltaics: Fundamentals and Applications
takes you from a beginning understanding of
PV Concepts through system design , sizing,
and application. Selling Solar Successfully
focuses on how you can improve your bottom
line in the fast-changing solar and energyefficient building market. P~otovoltaics is on
November 1-2 in Chicago at the O 'Hare
Airport Howard Johnson's and November 1314 in Boston at the John Hancock Institute .
Selling Solar is on October 30-31 in Chicago
and November 15-16 in Boston. The cost of
each workshop is $275. Contact Solar Vision ,
Inc. , Church Hill, Harrisville, NH 03450.
A three-day regional workshop on Composting and Land Application will be h eld November 14-16 in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Experts
from all over the nation will discuss the latest
systems and research on converting sludge
into resources . Topics will include evaluation
and procurement of compost system s, post-
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construction evaluation, what public officials
can do to start a compost program, solving the
landfill crisis, improving the economics of
composting, odor control, building markets for
~Judge compost, and wastewater recycling in
southeast Florida. The $195 registration fee
includes field trips to.a sewage-sludge composting facility, research center, and wastewater treatment plants. The workshop is sponsored by Biocycle magazine and the Florida
Department of Environmental Regulation .
Contact Biocycle, Box 351, Emmaus, PA 18049;
215 /967-4135.
The Columbia Willamette Futures Forum
(CWFF).is presenting its second annual
Critical Choices '84 conference on November
. 16-17 at Portland State University in Portlanc!,
Oregon. This year, the conference will focus
on the future of regional services in the areas
of libraries, parks, and transportation. Contact
Carol Kelsey, Conference Coordinator, CWFF/
CUE, 0245 SW Bancroft, Portland, OR 9720.1;
503/221-0984.
Interested in 'nutrition? Learn more at a
conference on The Ecology of Nutrition on
November 3 at the Hult Center for the Performing Arts in Eugene, Oregon. The conference will present an exciting, innovative, and
multidisciplinary look at nutrition, offering
physiological, environmental, and c~ltural
perspectives on what we eat and why we eat
it. Registration fees are $15 (full-time students)
and $20 (community professionals) . Contact .
Paul Katz, Continuation Center, Univers·ity of
Oregon, 333 Oregon Hall, Eugene, OR 97403 .

A two-day conference for women in business
will be held October 26-27 at Jantzen Beach
Thunderbird in Portland, Oregon . The
Northwest Women's Business Ownership
Conference will have two distinct educational
tracks, one for women business owners and
one for managers /professionals. However,
you are not limited to only one track . Speakers
include Senator Bob Packwood (R-OR);
Patricia Nettleship, President of North Pacific
Construction Company; Senator Mark Hatfield
(R-OR); and ~oya Lear of Lear Fan, Ltd.

Contact U.S . Small Business Administration,
Room 676, 1220 SW 3rd, Portland , OR 97204 .
Newsletter Editing, Design and Production is
an intensive one-day seminar that focuses on
newsletters as a representative printed piece.
The seminar runs on October 30-31 in Boston,
November 7-8 in San Francisco and November
13-14 in Los Angeles. This seminar will teach
you ways to improve all your promotional
materials. Contact Promotional.Perspectives,
PO Box 7341, Ann Arbor, MI 48107.

RUSH
Environmental Consultants in Asia-The
conclusions reached at the international
conference E11viro11111e11.t and Develop111e11t: The
Future for Consulting Finns i11 Asia, help.February 14-17, 1984, ip Singapore, are now available
from the World Environment Center. The
market for consulting engineers is changing in
Asia . There will be fewer big contracts and
many more smaller ones. One of the fastest
growing areas for consulting firms to expand is
in the area of integrated environmental
planning and training . The current need for
new environmental skills, and the nature of
those needs and skills, is shown in several case
histories, and is thoroughly discussed in the 40
papers and panel and workshop reports in the
345-page conference p.roceedings. The proceedings are available for $85 plus postage and
handling ($5, North America; $15, elsewhere).
World Environment Center, Department E,
605 Third Avenue, 17th Floor, New York, NY
10158; 212/986-7208 (Libby Bassett).
Software for Nutrition-The Center for
Science in the Public Interest is the only
publisher of educat~onal software that takes on·
the controversies of nutrition and the environ. ment from a consumer's point of view. The
two programs, Nutri-Bytes a11d Eco-Paradise,
entertain as well as inform. They each portray
researched facts in the political and economic
context of current events. Both programs are

designed for ages 12 and older. Contact
.D' J\nne DuBois, Assistant Marketing Director,
CSPI, 1501 16th Street, NW, Washington, DC
20036 .
Superinsulation-The Superinsulation
Information Service offers numerous services,
including: a twice-monthly newsletter of
superinsulated construction techniques,
products, policy issues and events; a publication distribution service; various seminars;
design and construction consulting and a
professional-services listing. For more information, contact Superinsulation Service, 56 JFK
Street, Suite 7, Cambridge, MA 02138; 617/
497-1453.

Free Science Resources-The U.S. Library of
Congress offers a series of free bibliographies
on various scientific subjects, including several
on horticultural topics, such as herbs, edible
wild plants, and organic gardening . These "LC
Science Tracer Bullets" direct novices to
readily available materials, including texts,
bibliographies, abstracting services, and
organizations . For .a list of the su.b jects covered
by the LC Science Tracer Bullets, contact the
Science Reference Section, Science and
Technology Division , Library of Congress, 10
First Street, SE, Washington, DC 20540.
Illich !Wetwork-lvan Illich-author of
Deschooling Society, Medical Nemesis, En ergy and
Equity, Tools for Conviviality, and other booksvisited Maine this summer to participate in the
Institute on Democratic Alternatives . At the
institute, he asked TRANET, a quarterly
newsletter, to introduce a new page dedicated
to drawing attention to trends of thought that
question the assumptions common to large
and small technologies: "We should question
the assumption that information should be
managed, be it for control or enablement. We
should question the assumption that the world
constitutes a resource to be managed, whether
by the people themselves or by elites that
dominate them ." The items listed on the Illich
page will be new publications, republications,
or new studies or biographies that view the
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historical foundations of the present critically.
exempt conservation, education, and research
Lloyd Schwartz, 1192 Flower Lane, Wantagh,
Susan Hunt of Maine, a close colleagu~ of
organization devoted to useful plant diversity
NY 11793; 516/781-6973 (Lloyd) or 212/347Illich, will edit this section. Contributors will
8057 (Paul or Cynthia).
in the Southwest U.S. and Northwest Mexico.
include Wolfgang Sachs (Italy), Jean Robert
Contact Karen Reichhardt, Native Seeds'/
(Mexico), John McKnight (Illinois), John
Gardening Catalog-The National Association
· SEARCH, 3950 West New York Drive, Tucson,
Ohliger (Wisconsin), and Ivan Illich (West
AZ 85745; 602/628-1425.
for Gardening has its first publications catalog
Germany). TRANET's winter newsletter will
available now. It has listed various types of
contain the first Illich page, which will focus
'Deeds Not Words'-Service Civil Internationinformation, from (!;ardrns For All, The Gardenon publications analyzing paradigms that
al (SCI) was'founded in 1920 by Swiss engineer er's Newsmagazine, to its new book series for the
shape our daily lives and our futures. TRAN ET, Pierre Ceresole, whose original work camp
garden-project organizer, to the National
a quarterly newsletter and directory, is
Gardening Survey. Contact Gardens for All, the
brought togetber former enemies from World
available for $30/year from TRANET, PO Box
War II to reconstruct the war-devastated
National Association for Gardening, 180 Flynn
567, Rangeley, ME 04970.
village of Verdun. Through "deeds not . .
Avenue, Burlington, VT 05401; 802/863-1308.
words," Ceresole envisioned a way to replace
Quinua, Staple Food in the Andes-Quinua is
compulsory military service ~ith constructive
Ecological Hort~culture- The Agroecology
voluntary service. For the past 60 years, SCI
Program/U.C. Extension offers a six-mpnth
becoming a prospect for a human. food staple.
has been a nonprofit, self-sustaining group
It is, according to agricultural development
Apprenticeship in Ecological Horticulture,
specialist David F. Cusack, a grain that has
promoting peace and international underApril 3 to September 27, 1985, at, the Farm &
standing through voluntary work. SCI has no
been grown and eaten by people in the Andes
Garden, Santa Cruz. Emphasis is on hands-on
since-the days of the Incas. Quinua remains
government, political, or religious 'affiliation.
le.a rning, with instruction in horticultural
the mainstay for over 10 million farmers in
Each year, the SCI network encompasses
methods (sowing, cultivation, composting,
about 350 work camps. In 1983 more than
South America. It can grow under harsh
· propagation, irrigation) , cultivar requirements
ecological conditions-high altitudes, relative10,000 volunteers were active in projects in
(vegetables, herbs, flowers, fruits), and pest
ly poor soil, low rainfall and cold temperaover 50 countries in Europe, Asia, Africa, and
and disease identification and control. For
North America. SCI supports local work
tures-unlike other major cereal grains.
further information, please write: ApprenticeQuinua is being studied and tested in Colorado groups, educational activities, and long-term
ship, Farm & Garden, Agroecology Program,
by Sierra Blanca Associates, a nonprofit
projects as well as the work camps. Contact
University of California, Santa Cruz, CA
SCI/USA, PO Box 3333, New York, NY 10185.
research and educational organization. The
95064; 408.1429-4140.
Inter-American Institute for Cooperation in
Bishops for A.T.-In Canada recently, a
Agriculture, with funding from Canada's
Third World Computer Grants-Kaypro
International Development Research Center, is committee of Catholic bishops published two
Corporation of Solana Beach, California, has
reports advocating the decentralization of
trying to revive quinua in the Andes as the
sent over ~00 computers to 30 different
main crop rather than encourage the farmers
industry and the use of appropriate "human"
developing countries as part of its International
technologies. A copy of the second report can
to bring in new crops . It is also working to
Grants Program . The program was origi1)ally
develop new markets, as quinua is not a
be obtaine? for approximately $3 U.S. from the
~et up to develop toxic chemical data bases so ·
popular food among wealthy South AmeriChancery Office, Catholic Charities Building,
that Third World countries would know what
150 Robson Street, Vancouver, B.C., V6B 2A7,
cans. The new market target is the U.S .
they were getting into when buying drugs,
Canada; 604/683-0281.
Quinua has a good taste, it is easy to prepare,
pesticides, and other chemicals that had been
and it is versatile. A Bolivian woman has put
banned in developed countries. However, the
Long Island Cooperatives-The Human Link,
togeth~r a recipe book entitled A Thousaiid
program soon expanded to promote a variety
in the New York CHy area, is a new group of
DclicaciL'S of Quinua. Contact David F. Cusack,
of uses of computers in developing nations,
Sierra Blanca Associates, 75 Manhattan Drive,
people researching cooperative working and
such as forecasting food shortages, monitoring
Suite 4, Bmilder, CO 80303.
living options. Its goals are to inform the
elections in El Salvador, and coordinating
people in the Long Island area about the
research on the destruction of tropical ecosyscooperative movement and workplace democ- . tems. Appropriate technology? Time will tell. '
Native Calendar-Akwcsasnc Notes is celebratracy. Human Link plans to exchange views .o n
ing its 16th Anniversary as a journal for native
and organize one or more econornicalJy viable
and natural people with its 1985 calendar. The
Erratum__:_ The correct phone number for the
calendar contains 1.2 color plates by four wellsmall cooperative businesses and to possibly
known artists who represent different parts of
establish a self-sufficient living community.
Center for Maximum Potential Building
this country. The artists are Linda LomabafteMembers of the group are welcome to share in
Systems in Austin, Texas, is 512/928-4786. We
wa, Hopi Nation; Kahionhes John Fadden,
either project. Future activities will be based
cited Max's Pot in an article on bamboo as a
Mohawk Nation; Jaune Quick-to-see Smith,
on worker ownership, worker safety, appropri- building material in the September/October
issue of RAIN.
Flathead Nation; and Harry Fonseca, Maidu
ate technology, and networking . Contact
Nation. The proceeds, after production costs
and a 25% royalty to .be shared by the four
artists, will go into the newly established
Akwesasne Notes Building Fund. The calendars are $8.50 each . Akwesasne Notes Calendar 1985, Akwesasne Notes, Mohawk N11tion
via Rooseveltown, NY 13683.
Seed Search Internships-Students interested
in a 3- to 4-week intensive work-study internship in Tucson, Arizona, are invited to send a
letter and resume indicating their period of
availability; long-term interests and scholastic
major; skills in gardening, marketing, agriculture or plant ecology, ·data inventory, or
journalism; and living requirements. Activities
include propagation of desert-adapted crops
and their wild relatives, rare wild-plant
population monitoring and seed collection and
documentation, seed storage in gene banks,
and newsletter and display development.
Arrangements for college credit will be, made.
Native Seeds/SEARCH is a nonprofit, tax-
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Nurture your visions with RAIN posters
;The future we spend most time imagining is the one we get'

FROM: Community Alert poster, full color, 32 x 44, $6

FROM: Stepping Stones pos ter, black and white, 21 x 24, $4

FROM: Urban Ecotopia poster, black and white, 22 x 33, $4

FROM: Suburban Ecotopia pos ter, black and white, 22 x 30, $4
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$25 .00 - - - -

2 year /individual rate .. ..... .. .. . ... .. . . .

$25 .00 - - - -

. ...... . .... . ...... .. ..... . $15 .00 - - - 1 year/individual rate. . . .
1 year/living lightly rate . ..... ...... .. . . . . . . .. . . .
$ 9.50 - - - (income under $6,000)
1 year/Contributing Subscriber
$30.00 - - - ($15 .00 tax deductible)
1 year/Sustaining Subscriber . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $50.00 _ _ __
($35.00 tax d eductible)
Patron/Lifetime s ubscription . .. .
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. . add $3. 70 /year _ _ __
(including Canada and M exico; inquire for air rates)
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.1 • .°/"; : .
*Back issues by v olume, p er volume (III-X) . . .
*Co mple te back issu e set, Volum es III-X ........ . .. . ... . . .. .
Co mple te g uide to back issu es , Volume I-X ...... . . .. . . . . .

$ 1.50 - - - $ 9. 00 - - - $55 .00 - - - $ .so ____

*Does not in clude Vol. VIII , No. 3, Knowing Home

RAIN Publications (indicate quantity; all prices include 20%
for postage and handling)
Informatio n & C o mmunicatio n Techno logy.
Stepping Sto nes .
. .. ... ... . .
Stepping Sto n es Poster .. .
Urban Ecotopia Pos te r . ... .
Suburban Eco to pia Poster . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Community Ale rt Pos te r (in co lo r) .
................

$ 6. 00 - - - -

$ 9. 50 - - - $
$
$
$

4.00
4 .00
4 .00
6.00

------_ _ __
_ _ __

RAIN T- shirt (100 % cotto n , h ea vy we ight, burg undy o n beige;
S , M , L, XL) . . . . . . . .
....................
$ 7.50 _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
0 Hide my name when you exchange lis ts!

. Sele cted Appropria te Techn ology Proj ects
in Orego n .
Kn owing H o m e
Rainboo k ..... .. ... . ... .

$ 2. 00 - - - $ 6.00 - - - $ 7.00 _ __
fr ee _ _ __

S e nd a gift subscriptio n to : (pay ment must be include d)

Comple te Publi ca tio ns Li s t ...

Name _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

40 % discount o n orde rs o f 5 or m o re p os ters (a ny combin a tio n ).

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __

SUBSCRIPTION .
GIFT SUBSCRIPTION ..
BACK ISSUES .

SEND TO: RAIN, 3116 North Williams, Portland, OR 97227

PUBLICATIONS . . . . . . ......... . . . . . .. .. . . .. .
DONATION (tax deductible) ..

Addres s

0 Have you give n RAI N as a gift?
0 Have yo u told yo ur libraria n abo ut RAI N?
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TOTAL ENCLOSED . .............. . .. . .. . . ....... . . .
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